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Abstract for Spectral Component Analysis on Distorted Data
For the award of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy
In the University of Manchester
To the candidate Caleb Antonio Rascon Estebane. October 27, 2009

A spectrum sampled from a material or product contains important and
relevant information that can be used in many areas of Science and Engineering
and is being used with greater frequency in the Industry, specifically in the areas
of Quality Monitoring. Currently, many quality measurements are taken in an
off-line manner which are costly and time-consuming. On-line instrumentation,
coupled together with automate monitoring and control systems offers enormous
benefits.

Extracting information from spectral data, and using this information in an
automated quality control framework offers potential for faster response times to
disturbances, as well as continually delivering high quality products. However,
using spectral data has proven to be a challenge because of their location-
to-magnitude inconsistency that can be attributed to sensor de-calibration or
external influences, such as temperature and foreign materials. Although these
effects can be accommodated by frequent calibration, it requires a high investment
in time and money. Modelling methods have addressed the issue, providing insight
into how external influences affect the shape of a spectral measurement, but only
for particular processing factors.

This thesis presents a framework that extracts information from spectral data
that suffers various forms of distortion. The developed techniques incorporate
knowledge how a spectral sensor reacts to specific external factors, and compen-
sate during the information extraction process. The proposed techniques achieve
this by approaching the process as an optimisation task. The contribution of each
component is estimated by finding the amount that each pre-defined external
factor affects each component contained within the sampled spectrum. A major
benefit of the proposed techniques is that the user is given, not only estimated
information relevant to the process, such as the contribution of each component,
but the techniques estimate the extent to which the external factors are interfering
with the measurements. To test the feasibility of this framework, two types of
generic distortion were considered: frequency displacement and spectral warp.

In many applications, such as the framework proposed in this thesis, a precise
set of reference component signatures are required. This information will not
always be available and to address this, novel techniques are proposed in this
thesis which are able to extract the components in affected data sets. The
capabilities of all the techniques proposed in this thesis are demonstrated through
their application to several simulated and benchmark industrial data sets.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Spectral Component Analysis (SCA) is an important element of data analysis in

various fields throughout the scientific community. This is due in large because a

sampled spectrum provides a concise visualisation of the fundamental properties

of a process or material. However, in an automated environment, where the

calibration of spectral sensors is significantly affected by external influences, such

as temperature, pressure, or other foreign components, measurement distortion

needs to be considered.

The vast majority of the SCA literature assume a perfectly calibrated sensor,

completely ignoring the possibility of distortion taking place. This assumption is

understandable, since the areas where SCA is applied are typically in a controlled

laboratory setting. However, interest in using spectral data as a feedback measure

in automated quality control is increasing, as there is a vast amount of information

that resides inside the spectrum that could enhance the process as well as the

product.

Enabling SCA to be robust against spectral distortions is a difficult challenge.

The characteristics of these distortions differ from application to application, and

from batch to batch, which complicates the task of characterising every possible

distortion source in a single model. However, there has been an increase in interest

in this issue, and it has been addressed in certain specific instances, by modelling

particular distortions in spectral data [15], such as frequency displacement and

warping[7, 116, 74]. It would be of great interest to apply the knowledge obtained

from these models to estimate the distortions that spectral data is suffering.

A framework is proposed that aims to utilise the knowledge provided in

literature about spectral distortions. It introduces the effects of a pre-defined

17
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set of known distortions into a set of reference spectra such that they will best

fit a sampled spectrum. In this approach, the contribution of each component is

retrieved, as well as the amount of distortion suffered by the sample. Frequency

shift and spectral warping are the types of distortions that are most frequently

reported in literature and are able to be detected in a spectrum by the naked eye.

Hence, these were chosen to be investigated in this project. However, the task

is carried out as an optimisation algorithm, with the aim of it being flexible and

able to incorporate new knowledge about the spectral sensor and the way that it

reacts to external factors if necessary.

The main objective of this project is to provide a method able to cope with

the distortions taking place in a specific process. Even though the algorithm

aims to be applied to generic data, it requires specific knowledge of the sensor

from which the spectral data is sampled. This is because the effects that are to

be considered need to be congruent to the composition and physical effects of

the external factors to both the material and spectral sensor. Therefore, a plant

expert is required to provide indication of the suspected types of distortions that

may be occurring, as well as verify the way the distortions are being introduced.

The proposed technique aims to provide a framework from which different

types of distortions can be considered without the need for developing a specific

global model to characterise them all. This approach provides the user with the

flexibility of considering several ‘suspected’ distortions in the data, from which

the framework indicates which are in fact taking place.

The proposed framework requires a set of reference spectra to be available.

Although it can be assumed that for many processes this information will be

available, this may not always be the case. In addition, even if a set of reference

spectra is available, identifying foreign undesired components will also be of

interest. Component extraction can be applied to a set of spectral samples

to retrieve this information. However, the measuring devise may be subject

to distortion, which current component extraction methods are sensitive to. To

circumvent this situation, several tools are proposed in this thesis that can extract

the components, or information about the components, from a spectrum in the

presence of different types of measurement distortion.

All the proposed methods approach the task as if it were an optimisation

problem, ‘finding’ the component inside a given frequency area, as well as

estimating the distortion being suffered. Thus, an important aspect of this project
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is the use of optimisation algorithms, specifically Particle Swarm Optimisation,

for which observations and improvements have been made.

1.1 Problem Statement

Spectral distortion is a challenging problem to overcome in Spectral Component

Analysis (SCA). In most scientific fields where it is experienced, it has been either

addressed only in very specific manners or ignored completely. In fact, the nature

of a distortion in a large quantity of applications is not known and, thus, almost

always left for future work or disregarded by assuming an undistorted spectrum.

Some of the problems caused by spectral distortions are being addressed.

However, this is only on a case by case basis, if they are being resolved at all.

Although the fields in which SCA has been applied are quite disparate because of

the standardised nature of spectral sensors throughout these fields, the problem

of frequency distortion is similar in each of them. Furthermore, the effects of

specific external factors have been studied, providing insight in how a deviation

of these factors affects the resulting spectrum. Although a generalised solution

may be impossible for all types of distortions, a framework that facilitates the

resolution for a particular process would benefit a large range of fields.

Such a framework could be developed to extract different types of spectral

components that may suffer from different types of spectral distortion. It could

serve not only to obtain information required for quality monitoring, but also as

a way to counter the influence of sensor distortion in a process. The algorithms,

during their application, could either inform the user about the situation and

let the user decide how to proceed, or extract the components automatically,

regardless of the experienced distortion. When enough information about the

distortion taking place has been gathered, the framework could serve as a starting

point to create a solution specific for the process.

1.2 Objectives/Aim

The global aim of this research project was to devise an analytical framework,

in which tools would be developed that could extract the diverse spectral

components from a composite signal, and to do this in a way that is robust

against spectral distortions. The framework should be flexible to incorporate
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new knowledge about the distortions taking place. A list of global objectives for

this undertaking were as follows:

1. Create a generalised algorithm that would estimate the concentrations of

the underlying components in a composite frequency spectrum, given a set

of reference spectra of the components. This algorithm must be:

(a) Robust against sensor distortion in the measured spectrum. Initially

frequency shift and warp should be considered, but this robustness

should be flexible to consider other types of distortions.

(b) Able to identify, with a high success rate, the intensity or concentration

of each of the reference spectra.

(c) Capable of processing reference spectra of different shapes, each

suffering from different amounts and types of spectral distortions.

2. For situations where the set of reference spectra may not be available, a tool

will be developed that, given a set of sampled spectral data, will estimate

the set of reference spectral signatures of the underlying components. This

procedure will be:

(a) Robust against sensor distortion.

(b) Able to handle diverse types of spectral component shapes.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

The aim of this chapter is to define the type of data known as a spectrum, as it is

essential in the methodologies of Spectral Component Analysis (SCA), as well as

to define the types of distortions suffered by spectral data, and considered in this

project. The reader is then introduced to a review of literature describing different

areas in which SCA is applied and the different ways that spectral distortion is

handled in each field. Finally, a set of techniques that are currently being used

or are relevant to the project are reviewed.

2.1 Spectral Component Analysis Background

A spectrum is a very vague concept that goes beyond the scientific community. A

spectrum can be anything that denotes range: a spectrum of pitches a tenor can

sing, a spectrum of colors in a light beam, or a spectrum of frequencies a signal

can be compounded of. In this document, for practical reasons, the concept

of spectrum will be restricted to the field of frequencies, and, consequently, the

wavelengths of such signals.

A frequency spectrum can be calculated in several ways from a signal (which

can be a recorded sound, an image, a movie, etc.). The most recognized of all is

the Fourier transform, a description of which can be found in literature [24, 13].

For the sake of completeness, a brief description follows.

The Fourier transform is the conversion of one function from the time domain

to the frequency domain. It can be divided in two different categories: continuous

and discrete. In practice, a great amount of signals are processed in discrete

time, thus, for the sake of brevity, only the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)

21
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will be discussed. However, it is important to note that the Continuous Fourier

Transform (CFT) is an essential tool in the area of Pure Maths, and the CFT

and DFT have an intrinsic relationship, as the latter is a specific instance of the

former [98] (ch. 8).

In a discrete system, the DFT can be considered a type of mapping between

domains, in which a point from one domain can be calculated using the values

from the other domain. A frequency point from an integrable function sampled

in time can be obtained as shown in (2.1).

X(k) =
N−1∑
n=0

xne
− 2πi

N
kn (2.1)

where X is the DFT of the integrable time-function x; k is the number of

one of the various coefficients of X; and N is the number of samples of x. The

absolute value of the coefficients in X will provide the frequency spectrum for the

duration of the signal. In many cases, expecting a finite signal is not practical,

as in live recordings or radio signals from outer-space. A Short-Time Fourier

Transform (STFT) can therefore be used instead, in which a signal is divided

into windows of a specific length that are transformed into the frequency domain.

The result is a time-frequency plot, which gives the frequency components of the

time signal for each window through time. Unfortunately, a trade-off between

frequency and time resolution is given by the window size. Using a long window

will result in a poor time resolution and a good frequency resolution, and using

a short window will produce the opposite.

Another way to obtain a spectral view of a signal is through Wavelet

Transforms (WT), a detailed description of which can be found in the literature

[17, 12]. In summary, it uses a template function, called mother wavelet, to

create functions serving as dynamic-width filters, arranged to cover the optimal

resolution for each of the sections of the spectrum.

Both STFT and WT have been used extensively in almost all aspects of signal

processing. Two specific examples being speech recognition and music analysis

(see Appendix A). However, it has been found that in these fields Gabor Analysis

is much more efficient and simpler to use than STFT [26]. It differs from STFT

as it obtains a time-frequency plot in a ‘reverse’ manner: essential areas of the

frequency domain are calculated using information obtained from relevant parts

of the time signal, providing a good resolution throughout the domain.
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In the algorithms discussed above, the spectrum is calculated from a time-

domain signal. There are, however, other cases in which the spectrum is

derived directly from the sensor. A good example of this is the case of Raman

Spectroscopy [9, 95], where a laser is directed at an object and the light reflected

from it is captured. Since some photons are scattered inelastically (an effect

known as Raman Scattering), the energy (measured as frequency) from the

reflected light will be different from the one originating from the laser. If

this difference in energy is analyzed correctly, the information contained in the

resulting spectrum may be used to characterise the object without the need

of invasive methods. Another technique used for spectral sampling is Infrared

Spectroscopy, which is used extensively in various fields [28, 5, 16, 40, 21, 41,

51, 36]. The chemical bonds of any material vibrate at specific frequencies and

almost all of them vibrate at frequencies inside the infrared frequency range. A

photon vibrating at the same frequency that the chemical bond vibrates will be

absorbed by the material. This means that if a beam of infrared light is directed

at a material, inspection of the energy absorbed at each wavelength will provide

information about its chemical composition.

Independently of how the spectrum is obtained, it is often desirable to identify

the independent features in it, as they may contain information essential for

measuring the quality of a product. For example, the technique has been used for

detecting the presence of a malign disease (see Section 2.2.2 for more examples).

Analysis of the spectrum is preferable to the raw data itself because, even in the

unlikely case in which the raw data is accessible, it is easier and more appropriate

to apply pattern recognition and other techniques to it than the raw data from

which it is calculated [42].

Many different methods have been used to obtain information from measured

spectra. For example, in speech recognition [77] and, more recently, music analysis

[70, 72], Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) have been used to obtain

features from the spectrum that serve as indicators for recognizing a speaker

or a chord progression. Typically, these coefficients are obtained by calculating

the DFT of the signal, then warping the frequency domain by using Mel-based

spacing (to better accommodate the human ear). The warped spectrum is then

segmented into sub-bands, and finally the MFCC vector is calculated by applying

a Discrete Cosine Transform to the resulting spectrum. Other ways to obtain

these coefficients have been developed [77], but the aforementioned scheme is the
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most popular.

Another way to analyze a spectrum is to use it as if it were a generic composite

signal. There is a great amount of flexibility that comes with this notion (partially

applied by Gabor-Analysis-based algorithms [26]), as it is possible to use the

different types of component analysis algorithms that are already developed

for these kinds of signals. Blind Source Separation (BSS) techniques, such as

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Independent Component Analysis

(ICA), have been extensively described [78, 37] and widely used in various

scientific fields [9, 42, 114]. These algorithms, through their corresponding

methodologies, identify important tendencies inside the examined data and

assume them to be the different components which that data is composed of.

The detailed description of these algorithms are provided later in this thesis,

but it is important to note that these algorithms are very sensitive to frequency

displacement.

Another set of algorithms relevant to this study, are the Self-Modelling Curve

Resolution methods (SMCR) [55, 22]. These methods have a similar objective

to those of BSS, and, although their application is bound to the domain of the

spectrum, as their original focus was in the field of Chromatography, they are now

beginning to gain popularity in the field of Spectroscopy [55]. To estimate the

underlying components in a set of spectra, these methods employ techniques, such

as Singular Value Decomposition (akin to PCA), or use the values in locations

common in all the sampled spectra. All require the number of components to be

known a-priori. Hence, a preliminary estimate of this is necessary and this can be

carried out in a variety of ways [55, 22]. However, the presence of noise and other

influences can make this procedure non-trivial, which suggests that pre-processing

steps are required before applying any of these methods in experimental data [55].

As will be seen later, these steps are also sensitive to frequency distortion.

Because of the proven usefulness of both BSS and SMCR sets of techniques,

there is an important need for them to be robust against spectral distortion.

It would greatly contribute to the development of not only the fields that are

currently using them, but to other areas in which these algorithms have not been

applied, because of the sensitivity to measurement distortions shown later in this

thesis. To do this, however, it is necessary to first understand the origins of

spectral distortions, as well as the diverse ways in which it occurs in spectral

data. The following section provides insight into these issues.
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2.2 Spectral Distortion

2.2.1 Causes and Types of Distortion

A spectrum, as described earlier, can be sampled from various sources. Spectral

instrumentation requires precise and complex calibration methods, if it is to

to obtain spectra that can be used in spectral analysis [58, 110, 52, 115, 84].

Continuous calibration of spectral sensors is necessary as spectral data acquisition

methods, such as Raman, Mass and Infrared, are sensitive to external influences,

which include temperature changes [21, 41, 53, 15, 14, 68, 51, 36, 30], pressure

changes [14, 51], foreign materials [58, 52] and hidden factors in the material

[110].

It can be argued that calibrating a sensor inside a sterile laboratory is all that

is necessary to overcome the problem of spectral distortion. However, it has been

observed that specific types of sensors respond non-linearly to different materials

as well as to interactions between different compounds inside the sample [11],

meaning that a single calibration may not resolve the problem. Also, there is a

growing need to use different laboratories for sampling similar material and for

this a complex and costly calibration method, called “Calibration Transfer”, is

required [83, 68]. The problem is further complicated by the fact that using the

same equipment, in the same laboratory, with the same sampled material, has

been shown to produce inconsistent results [3]. In addition, the advent of spectral

analysis in real-time quality monitoring [88] highlights the need for aligned spectra

in sensors located inside a plant in which conditions are time-varying. All of the

described factors illustrate the difficulty of satisfying the fundamental assumption

that the spectra being analysed are perfectly aligned.

Examples of different types of distortions are described in the following

sections, and are shown in Figure 2.1. This figure shows samples of a mixture of

two components. One component is made up of the two peaks in the range of

200 to 350 Hz. and the other component is made up of the peaks in the range

of 550 to 750 Hz. Each figure shows two samples, one with and another without

distortion.

The distortions observed in literature can be categorised in two families:

Global and Local distortions. Global distortions are those that affect the spectra

uniformly. Local distortions are those that affect each component differently.

This distinction is made as a way of simplifying the task of component extraction
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in the project. However, it is important to note that there are many types of

distortions whose behaviour depend on the type of spectral sensor being used,

the type of material being inspected, the external factors involved, etc. Hence, the

following should not be regarded as an extensive list of all the types of distortion

a spectrum may exhibit, as it only describes those that were found to occur the

most regularly, have been the most studied, and are able to be detected by the

naked eye.

2.2.1.1 Global Shift

A global shift is a linear displacement of all the spectrum to the right or the left.

As shown in Figure 2.1a, the spectrum in this example is shifted uniformly to the

right.

Global shift is probably the most common type of distortion and the causes

vary widely depending on the type of sensor being used. In IR spectroscopy, for

example, a global shift may occur as a result of adding a component that reacts

specifically with the active component [36] and by changes in pressure and/or

temperature [51, 68]. In mass spectrometry, however, temperature is the relevant

factor [11, 54].

2.2.1.2 Local Shift

A local shift is a linear displacement of each component that is independent from

each other. In Figure 2.1b, the peak in the lower frequencies is shifted towards

the right, while the peak in the higher frequencies is shifted towards the left.

Local shift is prevalent but relatively easy to confuse as a global shift, because

the components may be shifting a similar but not identical amount in the same

direction. In [35] a series of spectra where obtained by sampling a mixture of

ice and a type of carbon molecule, using UV rays at different temperatures. A

shift, as expected, occurred in each spectrum, but the spectral signatures of both

components shifted by different amounts. Different compounds react differently

at varying temperature, so it is expected that their spectral signatures will behave

differently.
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2.2.1.3 Global Warp

A global warp is a type of “stretch” or “compression” of the whole spectrum. In

Figure 2.1c, all the spectrum is stretched by 30% which can be observed by the

increased width of all the peaks. Global warp has been identified in both Raman

[30] and mass spectroscopy [43], caused by temperature changes.

2.2.1.4 Local Warp

A local warp is the “stretching” or “compression” of the components independent

of each other. In Figure 2.1d, the component in the lower frequencies was

compressed by 30%, while the component at the higher frequencies was stretched

by 30%.

Local warp is not particularly common in Industry. However, it is the primary

type of distortion found within the field of Music Information Retrieval, because

of the nature of a musical note [61, 8]. When it is not “calibrated” or not in tune,

the spectral signature of a note is warped. If various de-tuned notes are played

at the same time, as the calibration of each is independent of each other, each

note will warp by different amounts.
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(b) Example of Local Shift.
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(c) Example of Global Warp.
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(d) Example of Local Warp.

Fig. 2.1: Examples of Different Types of Distortions

The types of distortions described here were able to be simulated by

consideration of the physical attributes of spectral sensors and from generic

chemical compositions that were gathered from various sources during this study

and are described in the following section. A detailed description of how their

simulation is carried out is provided in Appendix C.

2.2.2 Applications Observed

Spectral measurements are being used with increasing frequency in many different

areas of science and engineering. Spectral measurements are typically used to

extract information from industrial compounds [116]; or in the Signal Processing

field where radio and/or television signals are emitted, recorded and analysed

[80, 1]. However, it is also common to find them being used in other areas
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as well. The following sections describe examples of where Spectral Analysis

has been used and its importance in each field. Additionally, some limitations

and/or advances in each field, specifically in the area of robustness to distortion,

are described.

2.2.2.1 Pharmaceutical Industry

Spectral measurements are beginning to be used to analyse the composition

of drug tablets, as discussed in [116, 23, 103, 28, 32, 31]. A pharmaceutical

tablet can be analysed by comparing the expected frequency spectra of the

ingredients with the composite spectra measured from the tablet. From this

analysis it is possible to determine the distribution and concentration of the

ingredients. This information is crucial if pharmaceutical companies are to satisfy

the increased quality assurance that is being demanded from the US Food and

Drugs Agency. However, extracting this information is a challenging task, even

when not considering spectral distortion.

A difficulty introduced by spectral distortions is the mis-alignment between

the sampled and the reference spectra. There is a vast amount of literature

dedicated to calibration [83, 103, 28, 31], because of the need for this alignment.

There have even been approaches that have considered calibration variations

based on temperature-dependent models [68, 14, 15, 41]. In the approach carried

out in [68], where NaCl is the mixture tested at different temperatures, the

authors admit that “the simplicity of the calibration transfer in this study can [...]

be attributed to the fact that the NaCl solution is a simple system and that the

spectral shift caused by an increase in temperature [...] is small”. Meaning that a

model heavily relies on the information it was based upon, and such models can

only be used reliably if this information is recorded (in this case, temperature)

for each sample, and this information is not available in many applications.

Modelling techniques, such as that presented in [68, 14, 15, 41], provide insight

into how to simulate a spectral distortion. This information is essential in the

development of the algorithms proposed in this thesis, and studies like these

are important when incorporating new types of distortions into the proposed

framework.

For example, the modelling technique used in [15] was successfully applied to

a spectral data set that suffered from temperature variations. The effects of the

temperature change in the measured spectra, given the specific spectral sensor
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and material, was modelled well as a second-order system. If this spectral sensor

and material would be used again, the information provided in [15] could be used

to simulate the distortion created by temperature changes.

2.2.2.2 Biomedicine

There is a vast amount of literature describing the situation in which the

components of a particular sample are contained in a mass or Raman spectrum.

Work has also been conducted in finding if certain components may be of use for

the detection of a particular pathology.

For example, in [89], the authors discuss the use of Particle Swarm Optimi-

sation (PSO), using Support Vector Machines (SVM), to identify the biomarkers

that were the most sensitive in detecting the presence of liver cancer from a mass

spectrum. They applied Wavelets as a form of smoothing the spectrum, noise

reduction schemes, and a Simple Peak Finding (SPF) algorithm to obtain viable

biomarkers from the spectra. The latter is fully explained in [20], where they

deal with the detection of breast cancer from the mass spectrum of ductal fluid

samples. The algorithm lists where all the potential peaks are in a mass spectrum,

which indicate the presence of a certain element or substance in each sample.

The results presented in [89] were reasonably successful and the PSO-

SVM algorithm was able to detect the importance of the same biomarkers

independently of the subset of biomarkers given to it, indicating great strength in

using PSO as an optimisation algorithm. However, the authors admit that they

did not perform any sort of procedure to overcome a misalignment in the spectra

and left this topic as future work.

A major benefit of Raman spectroscopy is that sampling can be carried out in a

non-invasive manner. For instance, in [95], the authors used Raman spectrometry

and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to find the presence of oesophagus

cancer in a patient. This form of cancer is treatable at an early stage if detected,

but can be mortal at advanced stages. They showed that detecting changes in

specific frequencies in the Raman spectrum was a good indication of the presence

of this form of cancer in patients.

The authors of [114] aimed to identify an unknown tissue (liver, kidney, lung,

or gland) from the spectrum given by a non-invasive Raman sensor. The Raman

spectra of several normal and tarnished samples were inspected and it was found

that the spectrum was not considerably affected by the tarnish. However, to
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overcome the effects of the fluorescence background, the linear-quadratic baseline

was subtracted from the data. In addition, to eliminate the influence of scatter

effects of particle size, crystal state, etc. on the frequency response and measure

signal intensity, the spectra was altered to have a mean of zero and a standard

deviation of one. PCA was then applied and provided four distinct clusters, one

for each type of tissue. A sample could then be classified depending on the cluster

it belonged to.

Results presented in the references presented here suggest that the spectrum

can be influenced by factors independent of the sample, and that these factors

need to be considered if machine learning or other algorithms are to be applied

to it. Unfortunately, little mention of robustness to distortion was mentioned in

[20, 89, 95, 114] and no way of countering it has been proposed.

2.2.2.3 Textile Industry

Raman spectroscopy has recently gained interest in the Textile Industry. In

[86], the authors compared diverse ways of applying Raman spectroscopy when

judging the orientation, shrinkage and quality of silk fibers, without the need for

destructive testing. The ratio between the magnitude of two wavelengths in the

spectrum was used as a measure of the fibers orientation. Although no component

analysis was employed, it was found that if the measurements were taken in wet-

deformed circumstances a wavelength shift and overall shape-change occurred.

The authors, with the measurements discrepancies as evidence, concluded that

the fibers internal characteristics changed because of the wetness. While this

may be true to some degree, it is also possible that the measurement itself may

have been influenced by the presence of the wetting substance, thus deforming

the spectrum shape. If this is true, there is a need for a analytical tool that is

robust against these types of distortions to obtain an accurate analysis.

2.2.2.4 Pigment Identification in Paints

In [9], the presence of a library of pigments inside a mixture was identified using

Raman spectroscopy and Fuzzy Logic. The correlation between a reference signal,

representing a specific pigment, and the unknown spectrum, representing the

mixture, was used by the system to propose the pigment as a good candidate to

be part of the mixture. If more than one candidate was proposed, a new library

was built upon them and graded again by a second Fuzzy Logic system. The
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combination that was closest to the unknown spectrum was then proposed to be

the one describing which pigments were in the mixture.

The system appeared to work well, however it could only recognise mixtures

comprised of up to two pigments in them, and the task to recognise more pigments

was left for later work. There was no mention of distortion robustness, but,

because the correlation coefficient was the only decision parameter used by the

system, it could potentially be modularised to use another measure that is robust

against global shift, which seems to be the present distortion.

2.2.2.5 Face Recognition

The use of spectral analysis in face recognition techniques is not common.

However, the authors of [42] showed that using the Fourier Transform of pho-

tographs of faces, instead of the actual raw data, resulted in better performance.

The recognition process used a combination of features obtained from Principal

Component Analysis (PCA) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), which were

then used by a Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN). It is noteworthy that

some ilumination problems were encountered, and the resolution of these was

left for future work. The authors did not expand on the problem, but it is

reasonable to suspect that the lighting influenced the Fourier transform which

must have changed significantly. A tool robust to this shift would grant even

greater performance to this algorithm.

2.2.2.6 Music

Musical Information Retrieval (MIR) has attracted significant attention in the

scientific community, as many of the identified research areas in this field are

very challenging, and can arguably be applied in other scientific fields.

The acquisition of musical information via a spectrum is based upon the

identification of musical notes [71] which, in turn, are identified by specific

frequencies [2]. However, a musical instrument can be de-tuned from a standard

configuration because of human error or temperature changes. Meaning that

every note may be subject to different degrees of de-tuning, resulting in a

spectrum that is highly arduous to correct.

It is necessary, then, to identify each note as an individual component in the

recording, a process known as Polyphonic Music Retrieval [61, 25]. Unfortunately,

this technique uses methods that rely on the specific nature of the note spectral
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signature, making them non-generalisable, and, thus, difficult to export to other

scientific fields.

However, given the relative ease in which musical data can be obtained1 and

the complex type of spectral distortion that it suffers, the Music arena provides

a practical testbed for the algorithms developed in this thesis.

An important amount of time was invested in this field during the development

of this project. And, although, irrelevant to the other fields reviewed in this

chapter, the methods proposed in this project did provide good results when

applied to musical recordings. A further description of these results can be found

in Appendix A.

2.2.3 Previous Work with Spectral Distortion

The identification of underlying components within a spectral measurement is

a complex problem that is typically compounded by the fact that frequency

displacement often occurs as a result of poor sensor calibration and temperature

changes [117, 21, 41, 53, 15, 14, 68, 51, 36, 30, 43]. It can be argued that an

obvious method to tackle this problem is to re-calibrate the spectral sensors

frequently. In [117], the authors briefly describe several ways to calibrate gas

sensors, specifically by either exposing them to the gas that is causing the shift

and normalising from there or by comparing the result with that of a reference

gas. However, they assert that continually calibrating gas sensors is too expensive

and time-consuming.

The authors of [117] also proposed a new method to recover a shifted signal.

The method is based on the following assumption: if a wavelet decomposition

is performed on a signal that has a shifted spectrum, information regarding this

shift is contained in the wavelet coefficients at the highest level (i.e. the lowest

frequencies). In other words, if the coefficients at the highest levels are disregarded

from the wavelet basis tree, the restored signal would be un-shifted with very low

information loss. The method was shown to be accurate when applied to a signal

with an artificially created shift.

Another example of a shifted-signal-recovery algorithm was described in [62],

where a Frequency-Shift-Invariant Discrete Wavelet Packet Transform of a signal

was calculated by building a basis tree for the wavelet decomposition and its

1The author of this work is a music hobbyist, as is his supervisor.
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coefficients for each type of frequency shift possible. Then, by using a depth-

first binary-tree search and a given cost function, the optimal frequency shift

was found. With this optimal shift, a basis tree was created that represented

the unshifted version of the signal. The algorithm was shown to be efficient,

compared to other best-basis algorithms.

In [7] a wavelet-packet-based transceiver was simulated and tested against

Carrier Frequency Offset (CFO), where the frequency of the carrier signal was not

at the predisposed one. The main objective of the paper was to estimate a model

in which the error and the performance of a transceiver, based on Wavelet Packet

Modulation (WPM), could be evaluated. The model was found to successfully

estimate the error, as well as being useful in deciding which tree basis to apply,

such that the WPM became robust against a specific CFO.

Although the methods proposed in [117, 62, 7] are useful, the work undertaken

was based on transforming the time-domain signal in various manners, which

implicitly assumes access to a possibly none existent signal. They do provide

insight of one of the types of distortions investigated: Global Shift, as it was

assumed that the displacement suffered by the signal was the same across it.

However, no other type of distortion was considered.

Another possible approach to cope with distortions is to align the spectral data

by using using Dynamic Time Warping (DTW). This method is used primarily

in Speech Recognition to stretch or shrink one data timeline to meet the length

requirements of another in such a way that their sample points meet and, thus,

can be analysed simultaneously. If the data of one timeline is of a different scale to

that of another, which is normal in, for example, Batch Processing, it is possible to

overcome it by applying a Wavelet Transform during the process [66]. In theory,

this approach could be applied to the shifted spectrum to scale it to its unshifted

state. However, the degree of shift would need to be known beforehand, and, as

discussed earlier in this thesis, this information is rarely available accurately.

Furthermore, if two spectra are of the same size, DTW can be applied to

align them with each other, but, as will be seen later in this thesis, pre-aligning

with DTW can deteriorate the results obtained using spectral analysis tools.

This is because DTW, as well as other aligning algorithms, modify the overall

shape of the spectrum during the alignment procedure, severely complicating the

component extraction process afterwards.

Aligning procedures could be simplified by automatically detecting the shift
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from each spectral sample. Cross-correlation is widely used in Digital Signal

Processing [24] to detect shifts in a signal by comparing it to other ‘reference’

signals. Its main objective is the localization of high correlation points throughout

the length of the signals being compared, providing a practical way to find

the amount that a signal is shifted relative to another, as well as a first step

towards a measure of ‘similarity’ between the two signals regardless of the shift.

For discrete functions, a Cross-Corretion vector is created by artificially shifting

linearly one signal, and calculating the correlation coefficient for each shift using

(2.2). The correlation coefficient shown is also known as the Pearson product-

moment coefficient.

CC(k) =

∑
i (xi −mx)(yi−k −my)√∑

i (xi −mx)2
√∑

i (yi−k −my)2
(2.2)

where x and y are the two discrete signals being compared; k is the point

at which y is being linearly shifted and the correlation is being calculated; mx

and my are the mean values of x and y, respectively; and CC is the resulting

cross-correlation vector. From this vector it is trivially known if the examined

signal is shifted or not by observing if the highest correlation point is not located

on k = 0.

An application of cross-correlation is explained in [49] where the authors used

cross-correlation to inspect the relationship between the spectrum of the image

of handwritten arabic numbers and the spectrum of the expected patterns of

such numbers. A set of features were obtained which were effective at identifying

both well-written and incomplete numbers. Another field that uses the Pearson

correlation coefficient is Genetics [79], where a correlation statistic could be used

to discern different types of gene expressions, producing fewer false-positives than

K-Means and other segmentation techniques.

One major disadvantage of cross-correlation is that it assumes that the shift

between the signals is uniform. Although this may not be sufficient, in this project

it was found that it is a good starting point towards a solution to the problem of

analysing distorted spectra. Specifically, the shift operator could be modularised

to be any type of distortion. An important aspect of the Pearson coefficient is

that it does not consider the magnitudes of the two compared signals, just their

respective shapes, which, in Spectral Component Analysis, is of great importance.

It is important to note that coping with any distortion is not the only issue

that must be overcome. Understanding the source and influence of a distortion
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is an important step that needs to be carried out before simulating its effects

in the spectral data. By using this knowledge in an appropriate way, existing

algorithms can benefit by artificially modifying the data it is using. For example,

the authors of [69] introduced an enhanced version of Wavelet Decomposition

(WD) which was robust against local orthogonalities, which cause information

loss and is the prime reason why WD is considered unreliable for spectral analysis.

The methodology involved artificially shifting the phase of each wavelet such that

the orthogonalities were avoided, while keeping track of the wavelet shifts. The

methodology was applied to a magnetic drive system, where the WD variation

was used to monitor undesirable energy consumption, which presented itself as

high frequencies in the spectrum. The primary objective of the experiment was

met when an increase in the reliability of the WD was observed, however it also

presented an interesting use of shift-analysis: fault detection and diagnosis. It

was carried out by modifying the signal in a way that was congruent with the

physical characteristics of its application.

2.3 Conclusion

Spectral Component Analysis (SCA) is of interest in various fields both in

Academia and Industry. Spectral data is essential to the diverse range of SCA

methodologies. This chapter explained how the sampling procedures with which

spectral measurements are obtained are plagued by external influences that

modify and distort the resulting spectra, degrading the performance of SCA

techniques.

The various sources of distortion are dependent on the sampling procedure

and the material being used. The effects that two of the most frequently observed

distortions that occur in spectral measurements were identified as frequency

displacement (shift) and spectral warping. These two types of distortion were

then described in detail.

This chapter explained that that there is an important requirement for a

spectral analysis tool that is robust to distortion. Such a tool would be beneficial

in various fields, including the Pharmaceutical Industry, Biomedicine, Textile

Industry, Pigment Identification, Face Recognition, and Music Information
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Retrieval. Unfortunately, in most of the fields discussed here, the spectral

distortion topic has been either addressed only briefly or incompletely, left for

future work, or just completely ignored. However, some modelling techniques for

characterising distortions were found in the literature, and these models provided

some insight into how the two chosen distortions, as well as others, affect the

shape of spectral data.

A tool that meets the objectives of SCA methods whilst being robust against

a pre-defined set of distortions would contribute greatly in the aforementioned

fields. It would also open up possibilities of application of SCA in fields in which

it was not applicable because of the distortions encountered.



Chapter 3

Background to Optimisation

In later chapters, a Spectral Analysis Framework, as well various component

extraction methods are proposed. These methodologies are formulated as

optimisation problems. Hence, the topic of Optimisation needs to be discussed.

An optimisation algorithm aims to find the global optimum of a given problem.

Such a problem is defined by what is called an objective function, that involves

all the variables considered in the problem. The objective function is such that

its minimum or maximum value is calculated using the values of the variables

that are the solution to the problem.

An objective function also describes a solution space, which are all the

solutions given by the objective function using all the possible combinations of

values of the variables considered. The shape and type of a solution space is

important, as different optimisation algorithms are not able to cope with certain

types of solution spaces. For example, a solution space with one big hill, also

known as convex, is desirable, as simple optimisation algorithms such as Hill-

Climb can find the optimum value. However, solution spaces with several hills

are prevalent in practical situations, and using a Hill-Climb approach may lead

to a solution that is non-optimal. Such a solution is known as a local optimum.

In the following sections, a short review of the different approaches for solving

optimisation problems is presented.

3.1 Gradient Descent-Based Methods

Used solely with continuous solution spaces, Gradient Descent-Based methods

calculate the gradient of the solution space at its current state to choose the

38
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direction of the next ‘jump’ [91]. Which implies:

x← x− α∇f(x) (3.1)

where x is the current state of the search, f is the solution space defined by

the problem, ∇f(x) is the gradient in the state x, and α is a small constant

that defines the magnitude of the ‘jump’. The value of α and its variation is

the differentiator to many alternative versions of gradient-based optimisation.

Originally, the value of α was tuned specifically to work with a given solution

space; not large enough to overshoot the global maximum, and not small enough

to get stuck in local hills. Other versions vary the value of α depending on the

variation of the value of the current state, f(x), by increasing it if f(x) slows

down and vice versa [91]. Another approach ‘nudges’ the current state to another

random location if f(x) has stopped changing [91], a tell-tale sign of it getting

‘trapped’.

Other implementations employ different methods for calculating the direction

of the next jump. A very popular technique is the Newton-Raphson method (N-

R), introduced in the 17th century [91]. N-R assumes that the global optimum of

f is located at a state in which the gradient ∇f(x) equals 0. To locate the roots

of ∇f(x), the second partial derivatives of f are calculated. A Hessian matrix,

H, of second derivatives is calculated from:

Hij = ∂2f/∂xi∂xj (3.2)

in the case of a two-dimensional solution space, where xi and xj are the two

dimensions. A Newton-Raphson step is calculated as follows:

x← x−H−1
f (x)∇f(x) (3.3)

However, if the dimensionality of the solution space is increased, the

computational time spent in the calculation of H at each step increases

exponentially.

The successful application of these methods is bound by having intrinsic

knowledge of the solution space, as the gradient value at each step needs to

be known. Such a value may be unavailable or difficult to obtain, as in non-

continuous solution spaces or non-linear problems. Another concern is that the

algorithm may become trapped in local minima. Enhancements to the algorithm
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which alleviate this problem have been proposed but no global solution has yet

been found. If this method is applied to sets of continuously-changing data, such

the data sets encountered in this study, then there would be a need to re-tune

and re-validate the algorithms. Thus, approaches that require the least amount

of information from the data sets, such as Black-Box Oriented algorithms, were

concluded to be better suited for this project.

3.2 Black-Box Algorithms

Black-Box Oriented Optimisation algorithms aim to find the maximum or

minimum value of a given problem given only a limited amount of knowledge

of the system. To compensate for the lack of knowledge, stochastic measures and

randomness, as well as simulations of phenomena observed in Nature, are used

to extract information from the data. Unfortunately, the random nature of these

algorithms also introduces a certain amount of unpredictability in the algorithms,

that can range from not knowing if the value found is in fact the global optimum,

to not knowing if the algorithm is going to converge at all. However, because of

their generalised approach, they have few restrictions on what type of solution

space can be optimised. These algorithms have therefore been shown to be useful

in many scientific fields [89, 4, 83].

3.2.1 Simulated Annealing

Simulated Annealing was introduced in 1985 by Černý [10], and can be considered

to be a random hill-climb method. A normal hill-climb is the discrete version of

the Gradient Descent method, although less sophisticated. Also known as a

greedy or naive search, the normal hill-climb, given its current state, ‘jumps’ to

the neighbouring state with the highest value that is higher than its current state;

if it does not find such state then the search is over. Simulated Annealing adds

two concepts to this approach:

• When the hill-climb has reached a minimum, the search will be re-started

by ‘nudging’ the current state to another random location.

• The ‘energy’ in which this ‘nudge’ takes place is reduced throughout the

process, until no energy is left and, therefore, no ‘nudging’ can occur.
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Annealing is the slow cooling-down process of a high-temperature material,

used to harden metals. A simulated annealing process works in the same terms,

as the initial high ‘energy’ or randomness of the search is forcefully reduced,

resulting in a search process that, given an appropriate amount of initial energy,

will eventually converge to the global optimum [91]. It is important to note

that this process employs several sequential hill-climbs, which means that it will

converge, but only after a long time, which is defined by the initial amount of

energy introduced.

3.2.2 Population-Based Algorithms

Population-Based algorithms are a set of methods that locate a global optimum

by sharing information between several sub-searches, that are taking place at the

same time. The methodologies with which the information is shared and how

it is used differ from one algorithm to another, but the principle of the global

optimum being found by a multitude of small searches is common to all of them.

3.2.2.1 Genetic Algorithms

The Theory of Evolution, introduced by Charles Darwin, defined how Nature

finds the best path for a species to adapt to the environment. Genetic Algorithms

(GAs) simulate such processes by creating a population of genomes, each being

a set of genes, that represent a possible solution to the optimisation problem

[91]. A sub-set of the best genomes of a population are chosen to create a new

population, from which another sub-set is selected, and the process is repeated

until the solution converges to a global optimum.

A new genome is created by two elder genomes exchanging genes, a process

known as crossover. A random point inside the genome is chosen, and all the

genes below the point are crossed over between the genomes. The new genomes

can also randomly suffer from mutation, which is the change of the value of a

gene inside the genome.

There are several variations of GAs, differing in the process by which crossover

occurs, which elder genomes are transferred to a new population and the criteria

used to judge convergence. Parameters which need to be specified within a

GA include the population size, the amount of elder genomes used, the rate

of mutation, and the structure of the genome.
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The theory underpinning the GA approach is that every new population will

be fitter than the previous one, and that in a certain amount of iterations, the

population will evolve into the best state possible. It can be shown that, given

a properly structured genome, the evolution process will, over time, create an

increasing number of close-to-optimal genomes [91]. However, the successful

convergence of a GA relies heavily on how the genome represents the variables in

the objective function and creating a properly structured genome is not a trivial

task.

The GA approach has gained popularity in several fields and has been

applied successfully in many applications, such as multi-instrument spectroscopic

calibration [83] and solving non-linear and complex problems [4].

3.2.2.2 Differential Evolution

Differential Evolution is similar to Genetic Algorithms in that it uses the

information of two members of a population to create another. However, their

implementations differ, as the evolution of the members of the population, called

parameter vectors, in Differential Evolution is spatial, not generational [102]. This

means that a parameter vector defines a ‘location’ in the solution space, and this

location is modified by the information of other randomly selected vectors.

The basic principle for every vector inside the population is: the weighted

difference of two randomly selected vectors is added to the current vector and

if the resulting vector provides a better objective function value then the vector

is replaced by the new one. This process is repeated for every vector in the

population, until the best vector of the population converges.

Having a small amount of a parameters to tune, a simple framework

is provided from which various versions of Differential Evolution have been

developed. One version applies a crossover function before the weighted difference

is added onto the vector, with the intention of diversifying the population [102].

Another version weights by a tuneable factor the best vector of the population

when calculating the weighted difference, resulting in the population moving

towards one point [101].

Differential Evolution has been applied in real world applications, such as

in the design of an IIR filter [100], with good results. However, even though

the algorithm is considered simple, the modification of the vector can be

considered as a type of ‘mutation’, and, considering the now prominent use of
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the crossover variation of the algorithm, it is difficult not to see the similarities

between Differential Evolution and Genetic Algorithms. Therefore, as with GAs,

attention needs to be directed towards the structure of the vector/genome, so

that convergence to a global optimum is achievable.

3.2.2.3 Particle Swarm Optimisation

Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) is a search algorithm that was introduced

by James Kennedy and Russell Eberhart in 1995 [60]. It is based on the inner

social behaviour of a flock or a school to find food.

A group of particles (or swarm) is randomly placed inside the solution space

defined by an objective function. Each particle can ‘move’ towards different

locations in the solution space, and each location is graded by the objective

function. Every particle is able to remember the best-graded location it has

found, and makes it known to a pre-defined number of neighbours. During each

iteration, the velocity of each particle is modified by considering the best-graded

location found by the particle and the best one found by its neighbours, i.e.

Vxi(k + 1) = Vxi(k) + 2r(pbestxi
− presentxi

) + 2r(gbestxi
− presentxi

) (3.4)

where k is the iteration index, Vxi is the velocity of the particle in the direction

xi, pbestxi
is the best-graded location in direction xi found by the particle, gbestxi

is the best-graded location in direction xi found by the neighbours of the particle,

presentxi
is the current location of the particle in direction xi, and r is a stochastic

factor that prevents several particles being in the same location. The inclusion

of r makes the particles ‘spread out’ in an area, rather than focus on a single

point. This improves significantly the chances of finding the true global optimum.

All the Vxis of all the particles are modified according to (3.4) until the best-

graded location found by the whole swarm converges or the maximum number of

iterations is exceeded.

PSO can incorporate the concept of a time-decreasing inertia [96], which

forcefully decreases velocities later in the search. This technique is in fact an

implementation of the temperature decrease of a Simulated Annealing search [10].

Applying it to PSO results in an initial exploration of the whole solution space,

pinpointing the area where the global optimum is suspected of being located, and
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then evolves into an exploitation of this area for the remainder of the search. It

has been shown that using time-decreasing inertia in PSO provides faster and

more accurate results than without [96].

In PSO, each direction is treated individually. Therefore, it can be argued

that the structure of the particle against the objective function is not relevant.

However, as discussed with Differential Evolution, population-based algorithms

need to consider how the particle/vector/genome is structured so as not to deviate

significantly from the definition of the objective function.

3.3 Choosing an Optimisation Algorithm for

the Proposed Framework

The Spectral Component Analysis Framework proposed in this thesis needs

to incorporate different types of distortions. Thus, it is necessary for the

optimisation algorithm to be able to cope with complex and unpredictable

solution spaces, with very little initial information from the process. In this

way, if new information from the process is found, it can be used to enhance

the analysis, without requiring to rebuild the analytical tool. Thus, a Black-Box

Oriented Algorithm is best suited. The framework, in fact, was designed such

that any of the discussed Black-Box Optimisation algorithms were able to solve

it. Nevertheless, to avoid unnecessary redundancy and confusion, one algorithm

needs to be chosen as the one to be used whenever an optimisation problem is at

hand.

In [111], it was shown that, given a set of optimisation problems, and a set

of optimisation algorithms, the average performance of each of the algorithms

was identical. In other words, for a specific problem, with no a-priori knowledge,

all Black-Box Oriented Algorithms will have the same probability of convergence

[111]. It does not mean, however, that all the algorithms will perform the same

or reach the global optimum in the same amount of time. What it does mean

is that choosing an appropriate optimisation algorithm based on its ability to

identify the global solution is not appropriate.

The process of choosing an algorithm therefore needs to be based on other

factors, such as ease of use or tuning complexity. To this effect, Particle

Swarm Optimisation was chosen based on the relative ease with which it can

be implemented and modfied. The latter is important because, by the definition
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of the problem being tackled, different types of spectral distortions need to be

easily incorporated.

3.4 Observations on Particle Fidelity

During the implementation of Particle Swarm Optimisation in this work, the

importance of particle fidelity was observed. When a particle ‘asks’ its neighbours

for the best location they have found, the different variations of the algorithm

do not specify if the neighbours are those closest to the particle at that precise

moment, or if they are the initial neighbours of the particle when the algorithm

was initialised.

A particle, in the initial stages of the algorithm, can gather its closest

neighbours, consider them as its ‘family’, and only ask them throughout the

search, rather than relying on the findings of the closest neighbours it has at each

iteration. In this thesis, this behaviour is referred to as fidelity.

To test whether particles being faithful has any impact on the performance

of the algorithm, two variations of PSO were implemented: one in which

the particles relied on the findings of the closest neighbours at each iteration

(Neighbour PSO) and another in which the particles remained faithful to their

respective families (Family PSO). Each method was applied 100 times to each of

four different two-dimensional optimisation problems. The optimisation problems

studied in this section have been popular in testing optimisation algorithms

[82, 76].

Optimisation Problem 1: De Jong’s Sphere. [56] This is a convex solution

space that features a single wide peak. It is a relatively simple problem that is

applied here as a frame of reference, as all optimisation algorithms are expected

to be able to solve it. It is described as:

Z = −
D∑

d=1

x2
d (3.5)

where D is the number of dimensions (2 in this case) and xd is a dimension.

The maximum is located at xd = 0 for every d, with a value of 0. A graphical

representation of De Jong’s Sphere is shown in Figure 3.1a.
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Optimisation Problem 2: Rastrigin Function. [105] The Rastrigin Func-

tion features many local minima, but only one global optimum at its center. As

shown in Figure 3.1b, the shape of the Rastrigin Function is similar to that of De

Jong’s Sphere, but much ‘bumpier’. It is described as:

Z = −10 ·D −
D∑

d=1

x2
d − 10cos(2πxd) (3.6)

It was modified such that the optimum was the maximum value of the

function, with a value of 0, located at xd = 0 for every d.

Optimisation Problem 3: Schaffer F6 Function. [93] As shown in Figure

3.1c, this function simulates a set of ‘waves’ similar to those that appear after

throwing a rock into a pond. All the points in the top of each wave have values

very similar to that of the global optimum, and the closer the wave is to the

center, the closer these values are to the global optimum. This translates to

having an infinite number of local minima to avoid. The function is described as:

Z = −0.5− sin2
√
x2

1 + x2
2 − 0.5

1 + 0.01(x2
1 + x2

2)
(3.7)

It was modified such that its optimum was the maximum value of the function,

with a value of 0, located at xd = 0 for every d.

Optimisation Problem 4: Rosenbrock Function. [94] The Rosenbrock

function aims to ‘trick’ the optimisation algorithm into finding an area of local

minima from which it is difficult to ‘jump out’ of and find the global optimum.

It is described as:

Z = −
D−1∑
d=1

100(xd−1 − x2
d)2 + (1− xd)2 (3.8)

It was modified such that its optimum was the maximum value of the function,

with a value of 0, located at xd = 1 for every d. A graphical representation of

this modified version of the Rosenbrok Function is shown in Figure 3.1d.
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(a) De Jong’s Sphere. (b) Rastrigin Function.

(c) Schaffer F6 Function. (d) Rosenbrock Function.

Fig. 3.1: Graphical representation of the solution spaces used in testing.

3.4.1 Results when Relying on Fidelity with PSO

In the tests, the number of particles in the swarm was set to 10, with each particle

having 5 neighbours/family members. The optimal value in all the problems was

0, and, because the accuracy of the MatLAB workstation was of 2.2204 ∗ 10−16,

any point found with a fitness below this value was considered to be the global

optimum and given the value of 0. Inertia was reduced from 1 to 0.2 in the first

300 iterations of the search. The number of iterations was limited at 30,000; if

the maximum number of iterations was reached, the best solution found at this

time was returned as the solution of the search.

The results when testing Neighbour PSO are shown in Table 3.1, and the ones

when testing Family PSO are shown in Table 3.2.
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De Jong Rastrigin Schaffer F6 Rosenbrock

Mean Error from Opti-

mum Value

0 0 0 0.4342E−7

Mean Error from Opti-

mal Variable Values

0 0.0021E−6 0.0021E−6 0.7459E−6

Mean Number of Itera-

tions

559.7 1189.4 604.8 6096.1

Standard Deviation of

Number of Iterations

24.9 4138.8 106.9 3461.6

Table 3.1: Results using Neighbour PSO.

De Jong Rastrigin Schaffer F6 Rosenbrock

Mean Error from Opti-

mum Value

0 0.1776E−7 0 0

Mean Error from Opti-

mal Variable Values

0 0.0865E−8 0.2230E−8 0

Mean Number of Itera-

tions

617.8 966.7 958 5664.5

Standard Deviation of

Number of Iterations

34.8 2936.5 261.8 761.6

Table 3.2: Results using Family PSO.

In all the tests, both PSO variations arrived at a value close to the optimal,

and, as expected, the De Jong function was optimised consistently. However,

because of the nature of the test functions, a close-to-optimal value may belong

to a local optimum. An analysis of the mean error from the optimal values of each

dimension shows that it decreased substantially when the particles were faithful

to their family, from errors in the range of 10−6 to 10−8.

Another factor that was considered was the number of iterations necessary to

reach a global optimum. Although the mean number of iterations did not appear

to deviate when using either of the two variations, the substantial decrease of the

standard deviation when testing the Rastrigin and Rosenbrock function indicates

that, when the particles were being faithful, the number of iterations needed to

find the optimal solution tends to vary less from its mean. This suggests that,
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when applying Family PSO, the search is more likely to find an optimal solution

in the expected number of iterations. When testing with the De Jong and Schaffer

F6 test functions, the change in the standard deviations between using the PSO

variations is small.

The tests described have shown that, when optimising functions with a high

number of local optima, there is increased reliability and performance in the

PSO search if the particles are faithful to their initial family. An explanation

for this is that, because of their initial uniform distribution, all the particles will

have a different family, resulting in all the particles communicating with each

other. If one family finds an important location, the members of that family will

communicate it to their respective families, and so forth. In addition, because

of their fidelity, the flow of information remains constant, resulting in consistent

findings. In the case of Neighbour PSO, there is a high probability that the

neighbours of one particle are the same as another, as their close distance is the

only factor that joins them, which can result in a high number of particles not

communicating with the rest of the swarm.

In the rest of this work, when applying Particle Swarm Optimisation, the

algorithm used is the Family PSO variation.

3.5 Convergence of Particle Swarm Optimisa-

tion

An important topic of discussion when applying any Black-Box Optimisation

Algorithm is that of convergence. Because of their stochastic nature, it is difficult

to prove that convergence will be reached. This issue is of interest because if an

algorithm such as Particle Swarm Optimisation is to be applied, it is important

to ensure that a solution will be obtained, particularly in a real-time application.

To address this, Clerc and Kennedy identified a surprisingly simple set of

conditions in which a PSO search is guaranteed to converge [18]. Their approach

was to reduce the movement model of one particle to a state-space description,

from which it was concluded that convergence was reached if the eigenvalues

of the matrix describing the system had real values, and the particle remained

steady, i.e. its velocity reached zero. To force this to happen, a set of constriction

coefficients were introduced into the algorithm, resulting in it not being necessary

to limit the velocity of the particles by vmax , as described earlier. The one-particle
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system was then extrapolated to a full swarm search, and applied to several test

functions (several of which are described in Section 3.4) with good results. Their

approach was solution-space independent, as only the movement of the particle

was considered, which meant that the convergence conditions were generalisable

to any objective function.

Eberhart and Shi observed that the way that the constriction coefficients were

calculated and applied in the PSO variation proposed by Clerc and Kennedy was

reminiscent of the application of the inertia value in the velocity modification

equations, when using the concept of time-decreasing inertia in PSO [29]. They

showed that applying an inertia weight that is equal to the main constriction

coefficient, while ensuring that the sum of the weights for each influential location

is greater than 4, is equivalent to the converging PSO variation developed by

Clerc and Kennedy [29]. Meaning that incorporating a variation of the concept

of time-decreasing inertia into PSO does not only speed up the search process, it

also ensures convergence.

In addition, although the limit of vmax is unnecessary, applying it as the

maximum range of values in every dimension has shown to provide faster results

[29].

3.6 Conclusion

The topic of Optimisation is of great relevance to this project. In this chapter,

several optimisation algorithms were reviewed to choose one to be applied in

the framework proposed in this thesis. It was concluded that Gradient Descent-

based methods could not be used because of their tendency of converging in locally

minima, as well as being applicable only on continuous solution spaces. Black-Box

Oriented Algorithms were chosen, as the methodologies and algorithms proposed

in this thesis require flexibility and must rely on only limited information of the

process.

The proposed framework is built such that any Black-Box optimisation

algorithm is applicable, as long as it can converge in complex and unpredictable

solution spaces. However, to avoid confusion, only one Black-Box optimisation

algorithm must be applied. Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) was chosen for

its relatively easy implementation and visual aspect, as well as the fact that,

in literature, it has been found to converge in very complex solution spaces.
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Furthermore, research referenced in this chapter has shown that, given a simple

set of parameters, PSO is guaranteed to converge, which is of great interest in

the fields that the proposed framework is to be applied.

In this chapter, an improvement to the PSO algorithm was made. Particle

fidelity was shown to reduce the mean error of the optimisation process. It was

also shown that, when particles are faithful to their initial families, PSO is more

likely to find the global optimum in the expected number of iterations.



Chapter 4

Review of Blind Source

Separation and Spectral

Distortion

An important requirement for the proposed framework is that of a reliable

reference spectra set needs to be available. This set may be acquired from

a commercial spectral library that has been created by laboratory analysis of

pure components, following a stringent and standardised protocol [16]. Another

possibility is to synthesise the spectral set by using software packages that can

generate a reference spectrum, provided that the absorption values expected from

the material are known a-priori [16].

Unfortunately, the options available to acquire a reference spectrum may be

too costly, or the data necessary to generate one may not be available. In addition,

an important part of quality monitoring is that of detecting the presence of foreign

materials in the product. Hence, methodologies that are able to extract the

underlying components from a spectral data set are of great interest, because a

reference spectrum can be derived as a result, along with being used in identifying

foreign materials in the product.

Nonetheless, as discussed before, spectral distortion should be expected in

online measurements, and component extraction techniques are required to be

robust against them. In this chapter, a review will be given of current component

extraction algorithms, specifically those in the field of Blind Source Separation

and Curve Resolution. Furthermore, the effects that typical spectral distortion

have on these algorithms will be discussed.

52
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4.1 Component Extraction

The algorithms discussed in this chapter are based on a data centric model,

described as

X = CS (4.1)

whereX is as matrix containing the measurements from where the components

are to be retrieved. X is comprised of m rows, each containing a spectrum of

length n. C is the set of concentrations of the components inside the data and is

a matrix of m rows and an amount of columns, k, which is equal to the number

of components inside the data. S is the set of spectral signatures (a.k.a. profiles)

of the components inside the data; it is a matrix of k number of rows, each

representing a spectral signature of length n.

4.1.1 Principal Component Analysis

Principal Component Analysis was introduced in 1901 [85] with its objective being

the reduction of the number of dimensions that describe a function or group of

points, whilst still describing the function in great detail. The main procedure

involves finding the direction of the largest variance inside the function or data

set, and defining it as one dimension. It then proceeds to find the direction with

the next largest variance that is orthogonal to the first direction, and defining it as

another dimension. The iterative process continues until a number of dimensions

equal to m or n, whichever is smaller, are found. To minimise the number of

dimensions, the directions with the least variance are discarded, either manually,

automatically by setting a cut-off variance value, pre-defining a number of desired

dimensions, or using cross-validation [109]. The resulting number of dimensions

can be considered as the components that are present in the data.

From its inception, several methods have been proposed for finding the

directions with most variance in a data set, one of which is referred to as the

Covariance Method. Considering the model defined in (4.1), X is centred by

subtracting the mean, and the covariance matrix cov(X) = XXT is calculated.

The eigenvectors (λ) and eigenvalues (V ) of the covariance matrix are then

calculated by an eigenvalue decomposition such that:

(XXT )V = λV (4.2)
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where the contents of V are not equal to zero. An eigenvalue will then

represent the ‘energy’ that its respective eigenvector contributes to the data.

The eigenvectors are ordered from largest eigenvalue to lowest. If the sum of all

eigenvalues represent the total ‘energy’ of the data, the number of eigenvectors

with the largest eigenvalues can then be retained such that their sum represents

a significant portion of the total ‘energy’. The percentage of total energy can be

increased or decreased arbitrarily if needed. The resulting group of eigenvectors

(V̂ ) can be mapped back to the real domain to calculate a set of non-correlated

vectors (S), also known as loadings, i.e.:

S = (V̂ X)T (4.3)

The scores or magnitudes of each loading can be calculated by solving for C

in (4.1).

Another popular method is the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), where

a mean-centred X is decomposed into three matrices, as defined in (4.4).

X = UλV T (4.4)

where U provides the coordinates of the data in X in the Principal

Components space. Both λ and V can then be used to calculate the loadings

and scores as described in (4.1) and (4.3).

PCA has gained popularity in a variety of fields [108, 75, 23, 53, 117, 42]

because of its flexibility and intuitiveness. However, the assumptions of linearity

and non-correlation in the sources are not sufficient for PCA to obtain a unique set

of source estimates, and the flexibility it boasts also brings about difficulties for

component extraction. PCA is not designed to find the sources that are confined

within a data set, it aims only to identify the orthogonal variations inside a data

set. Quantifying such variations provide important insight towards the mechanics

inside the data, but they may not actually have any physical meaning, and, thus,

may not always be assumed to be the actual components. In certain applications,

such as the one being studied in this work, PCA is not able to find a unique set of

components because, even if they are completely un-correlated1, they have other

features, such as non-negativity or unimodality.

In fact, a number of studies were conducted where PCA was applied to a

1Semi-overlapping sources are frequently analysed in the industry, such as Pharmaceutical
and Medical, which obviously bare a small degree of correlation.
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simple data set comprised of artificial spectra, with no noise or corruption applied

to it. PCA was not able to obtain a consistent and sensible set of components

that estimated the simple un-correlated sources. However, it was always able to

estimate the number of sources that were inside the data set.

Estimating the number of components inside a data set of mixtures is an

important initial phase in all algorithms that are used for component extraction.

It is in this phase, rather than in component extraction, that PCA, and more

specifically the SVD method, is considered a valuable tool. However, as will be

discussed later, even in this part of the process, PCA has been shown to be very

sensitive to spectral distortion.

4.1.2 Independent Component Analysis

Independent Component Analysis (ICA) was conceived by Jutten and Herault in

1986 [57] and formally defined by Comon in 1994 [19]. The method can be used

to separate a multivariate measurement into a number of sub-components, or

sources. The approach is ideally suited to the analysis of spectral measurements,

which are often additive signals that contain the concentrations and spectral

signatures of the independent compounds that comprise a mixture.

The independence between sources is used as the objective function within

the ICA formulation. This is then optimised to identify the signals that are most

independent of each other. The different ways that independence is calculated and

how it is maximised have resulted in several implementations of the ICA concept

[47, 90, 99]. A popular implementation is FastICA [50, 104, 48], introduced by

Hyvärinen [45]. FastICA uses the amount of mutual information shared among

the sources as a measure of independence, estimated using differential entropy or

negentropy [48].

Considering the model described by (4.1) an estimate of S (S̄) can be extracted

from X by applying (4.5).

S̄ = BX (4.5)

Where B is a de-mixing matrix that ICA seeks to obtain. B is acquired by

using a fixed-point iteration scheme applied to an orthogonal matrix X̃ obtained

from (4.6).
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X̃ = svd(X̄X̄T ) (4.6)

Where X̄ is X mean-centred and whitened, and svd is the Singular Value

Decomposition function. Being X̃ orthogonal, the number of parameters that

must be identified is reduced [48]. In this step, the dimensionality of the problem

can be reduced by discarding small eigenvalues of XXT . It is important to note

that this step is actually carried out by applying Principal Component Analysis,

and is where the number of components in X is estimated.

After computing X̃, B is found by using a fixed-point iteration scheme as

defined below:

bi = E{X̃G(bTi X̃)} − E{G(bTi X̃)T}bi (4.7)

bi = bi/‖bi‖ (4.8)

repeat (4.7) and (4.8) until convergence criteria is satisfied

where bi is the ith row in B, and G is the first order derivative of a non-linear

function g that “does not grow too fast” [48] so it can converge at a minimal

level of entropy. (4.7) was derived by applying a constraint on the expected

value of bTi M̃ that satisfies Kuhn-Tucker conditions, making it possible to find

its maximum value by a Newtonian method. The constraint applied is ‖bi‖ = 1,

which is met by applying (4.8). Both of these equations are applied until bi

converges.

The process repeats as many times as there are rows in X̃. All the created

bis are then concatenated2 to form B. However, more than one bis may reach

the same maximum, resulting in several estimates representing the same source.

To avoid this, (4.9) is applied after each iteration of the fixed-point schemes to

ensure that the rows in B are non-correlated. This method of de-correlation is

referred to as symmetrical, and is preferred for its equal weighting of all the bis.

B ← B(
√
BTB)−1 (4.9)

When B is calculated, the resulting S̄ will hold the estimated sources that,

because of the small amount of mutual information between them, can be

2It is not known beforehand which row will ultimately lead to which source, so the order of
the rows is not important.
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considered independent, hence the name Independent Components (ICs).

There are similarities between PCA and ICA, in that the identified compo-

nents are non-correlated. In fact, as it is shown in Figure 4.1, it could be argued

that PCA is a type of pre-processing step in the ICA process [19]. However, the

result that each algorithm provides is different, as ICA calculates independent

components, which not only implies non-correlation [48], but that the information

shared between components is minimal. Thus, the components that ICA aims

to extract come from different physical sources, providing components more

congruent to reality [57, 48].

1. SVD(data)
2. Choose # of dimensions
3. Map back to real domain

PCA

Result: non-correlated principal components

1. Whiten data
2. SVD(covariance matrix)
3. Choose # of dimensions
4. Calculate IC's by maximising 
independence

ICA

Result: independent components

Pre-process: mean-centre data

Fig. 4.1: Comparison between PCA and ICA.

It is important to mention that throughout this work, unless noted otherwise,

when using the term ICA, this refers to the FastICA implementation of this

method. It could be argued that there are more ICA implementations to be

reviewed, however, FastICA was chosen as it extracts components efficiently and

the independence estimation it employs is considered better than others [44]. In

addition, it will be seen in Chapter 7 that the FastICA implementation behaves

in a way that is of interest to this project, as the results it provides when using

locally shifted spectral data can be corrected by a post-processing method.

4.1.3 Self-Modelling Curve Resolution Methods

Self-Modelling Curve Resolution (SMCR) methods are considered to be a different

field to Blind Source Separation (BSS). However, for practical reasons they are

discussed here. It was originally intended that SMCR methods be used only in

the field of Chromatography [55], as its application is bound to the domain of the

spectrum (be they mass, reflectance, frequency, etc.). This is unlike BSS which

was first applied to Sound Analysis, in the time domain. Having said that, it
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is easy to blur the line between the two fields as the use of SMCR is gaining

popularity in fields outside Chromatography [97, 6, 55], fields where BSS is now

also considered applicable. Another important reason for the confusion of the

two fields is that their objectives are very similar. SMCR methods aim to find

the ‘pure’ components from which several sampled spectra are comprised, an

objective identical to that of some BSS techniques.

Unfortunately, SMCR methods require that the number of components be

known a-priori, and it can be argued that BSS methods do not require this

knowledge. Still, the methods proposed to estimate the number of components

[55] before applying SMCR methods are similar to those used in PCA and ICA,

further describing their similarity. It is important to note that the methods

available for estimating the number of components have been reported to be

sensitive to noise, and spectral distortions, such as shift, may introduce difficulties

with the techniques [55].

SMCR methods can be divided into two groups or families [55]; Unique

Resolution methods and Rational Resolution methods.

Unique Resolution methods aim to find a ‘unique’ solution to a problem

defined by the data. The solution is usually given as a model of the mixing process

of the material or the mathematical description of the different processes applied

to it. This unique solution then provides the definition of the spectral components

that comprise the material. To find such a solution, Unique Resolution methods

apply Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), or similar rank analysis tools, to

specific regions of the data. These methods therefore rely on procedures very

similar to those used with Principal Component Analysis. Hence, if PCA is

sensitive towards shift or other spectral distortions, then these methods will be

also.

Rational Resolution methods employ a specific set of assumptions regarding

the components and aim to find a set of components that are both consistent with

the data as well as with these assumptions. Examples of assumptions that can be

used are non-negativity, meaning that the components do not have negative parts;

extreme dissimilarity, the components are completely different from each other;

unimodality, one possible mixture; and maximised purity, the components have

no noise [22]. The majority of the methods of this family are iterative, and are

based on or can be enhanced by an iterative algorithm called Alternating Least

Squares (ALS) [55]. In this regard, ALS seems to be an important contribution
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to the whole of SMCR, and, although the intent is not to reduce the entire field to

just one algorithm, an inspection of ALS against spectral distortion will provide

a good measure for the sensitivity of SMCR methods against it.

The ALS algorithm [59] was introduced in 1989. It assumes a linear behaviour,

as described in (4.1) from which two equations can be derived. One of these

equations is obtained by solving for the concentration matrix, C:

C = XST (SST )−1 (4.10)

and the second by solving for the spectral signatures matrix, S:

S = (CTC)−1CTX (4.11)

The algorithm starts by randomly initialising the values within S. The

iterative part of the process then proceeds:

1. C is calculated by applying (4.10).

2. Constraints are imposed onto C, such as non-negativity and unimodality.

3. S is re-calculated by applying (4.11).

4. Non-negativity and normalisation is applied to S.

5. X̂ is calculated using the current C and S by applying (4.1).

6. A measure of distance from the actual data, X, is calculated.

7. The cycle repeats until X̂ is within a specified tolerance of X.

The author of ALS proposed using the Sum of Squared Errors (SSE) between

X and X̂ as the distance metric, which is defined as:

SSE =
M∑
m

N∑
n

(xmn − x̂mn)2 (4.12)

although other measure of distances can be used.

Ten years after the introduction of ALS, another algorithm was proposed

called Non-Negative Matrix Factorisation (NNMF)[63]. This algorithm can be

considered to be of the Rational Resolution family of SMCR methods, as it

assumes non-negativity in both the concentrations and spectral signatures. It has
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been compared to Independent Component Analysis, yielding improved results

when applied to spectra with overlapping features (a characteristic that breaks

the independence assumption of ICA) [6].

Various methods have been proposed to achieve the objectives of NNMF [6],

and it has been pointed out that one of these methods is in actuality the ALS

algorithm, using the non-negativity constraint [6]. In fact, of all the variations of

NNMF, the ‘Alternating NNMF’ version is the fastest to converge and the least

likely to encounter difficulties with local minima [6].

The authors of NNMF have stated that the algorithm may not be sufficient

for all types of decomposition or factorisation problems, as it may not be able to

handle very complex types of data, such as images being viewed from different

perspectives [63]. This means that even if the process that estimates the number

of components in the data could overcome a spectral distortion, it is still possible

that it may be an issue during the extraction process.

4.2 Artificial Data Creation

In the following sections, several experiments were carried out using artificial

data sets. These data sets contained simulated spectral samples from mixtures of

reference components. The spectral signatures of the reference components were

created as a combination of ‘peaks’, which are defined using (4.13).

ci =
N∑
n

1
0.4
hn

√
2π
e
−(fi−pn)2

wn
4

2
(4.13)

where c is the reference spectra for one particular source; ci is the spectral

intensity at frequency fi; N is the number of peaks that component c contains;

hn, pn, and wn are the height, frequency location, and width of the nth peak

respectively.

The equation (4.13) was developed during the project to create artificial

spectral peaks, based on gaussian-shaped functions. It is relatively easy to create

different types of spectra from a gaussian function, by modifying three variables

(height, width, and location) as shown in Figure 4.2, where the peak is located

at 1 Hz (pn = 1), has a width of 1 Hz (wn = 1), and has a width of 1 (hn = 1).
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Fig. 4.2: A peak defined by in (4.13), located at 1 Hz, with a width of 1 Hz and
a height of 1.

A reference spectrum can then be created by defining the number of peaks

(N) and their respective values. A set of four reference spectra was created to be

used in this study by choosing the aforementioned values in a random manner.

The reference set is shown in Figure 4.3. The x-axis in this figure is frequency

(Hertz) and the frequency resolution of these spectra is 0.1 Hz per frequency

point (fp).
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Fig. 4.3: Reference spectra randomly generated for use in experiments.

The structure of these spectra were defined such that they were consistent

with data obtained in the Pharmaceutical and Biomedical Industry [32], as well

as other fields [8, 9].

A series of sampled data sets were then created using the defined reference

spectra. Each data set consisted of 100 samples, with each sample containing a

spectra of a simulated mixture defined as follows:

dk =
∑
m

ckmshift(Sm, lkm) (4.14)

where dk is the kth sample in data set d; ckm and lkm are a randomly-

generated concentration and shift values, respectively, that are applied to the

mth component in the reference spectra S. The shift function displaces the

information of the spectrum from fi to fi+lkm
where lkm can be negative.

The data sets had a pre-defined constraint on the range of concentration

and shift values they were subjected to. All concentrations were specified to be

between [0.2, 1] for all data sets. Each data set was given a different maximum

shift value (max shift) in frequency points (fp), and shift values were randomly-

generated to be between [−max shift,max shift].
It is to be noted that the manner in which the shift function is being applied

is a simulation of the Local Spectral Shift distortion, described in Section 2.2.1.

If a Local Spectral Warp were to be applied, the warp function can be used, the
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implementation of which is described in detail in Appendix C.

4.3 Shift Effect on Component Extraction Al-

gorithms

Understanding the effects that spectral distortion has on the algorithms described

in the Section 4.1 is crucial to the project detailed in this work. However,

exploring the effects of every type of spectral distortion is a monumental task

that may lead to unnecessary redundancy. The focus of the work reported in

this thesis is in large part coping with Spectral Shift. This particular type of

distortion was investigated because it frequently appears in a broad section of

Industrial applications [11, 14, 106, 36, 39, 38].

4.3.1 Principal Component Analysis

As described earlier, PCA was not designed specifically for component extraction.

However, it has been found to be well suited for estimating the number of

components within a data set. In the experiment described in this section, PCA

was applied to an array of data sets, each suffering from different degrees of shift,

with the objective of estimating the number of sources in each data set. All of the

data sets had 100 samples and were created with the artificial spectra described

earlier, meaning that only four components were expected to be identified.

In Figure 4.4, each tick in the x axis represents a data set that suffers from

that specific degree of shift. The y axis represents the number of components that

PCA identified from that specific data set. Cross-validation was used to decide

how many Principal Components to keep. Meaning that, for each data set, the

number of components identified was considered to be the number of PCs that

minimised the Predicted Residual Sum of Squares (PRESS) statistic [109].
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Fig. 4.4: Estimated number of components from data sets suffering from different
degrees of Spectral Shift using PCA.

Figure 4.4 shows that Spectral Shift degrades the ability of PCA to estimate

the correct number of components within a spectral data set. In fact, PCA

demonstrated no useful reduction of dimensions when moderate degrees of

Spectral Shift occurred, as the number of identified PCs was equal to the number

of samples within a data set suffering from a shift of 0.8 Hz.

It is important to note that this does not imply that PCA is not able to

correctly estimate the number of components when any amount of shift is applied

to any spectral data set. As it will be seen later, the value of shift that PCA is

tolerant to is heavily influenced by the shape and specifically the width, of the

components.

4.3.2 Self-Modelling Curve Resolution Methods

Because the Unique family of SMCR methods rely on rank analysis tools, such

as Singular Value Decomposition/PCA [55], their performance will all be similar

to that reported in Section 4.3.1. From the other family of methods, the most

popular is Alternating Least Squares, which is often the basis of other algorithms

of the same family or is used for increasing their performance. Should ALS fail
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against using shifted data, it would indicate that the remaining methods from

this family will fail also.

For the sake of illustrating the sensitivity of the ALS algorithm towards

spectral distortion, the number of components will be assumed known. However,

it is important to point out that rank analysis tools such as SVD/PCA are

used to estimate the number of components in the data set before applying

SMCR methods. As observed in the previous section, PCA is very sensitive

towards shifted data, implying that, in a practical situation, ALS would not have

the correct information to produce accurate results. Therefore, the following

demonstration should be considered as a theoretical exercise only, and the reader

should keep in mind that the results will be better than normal when applying

ALS to data containing spectral shift.

The experiment involved the creation of artificial data sets, as described in

Section 4.2, applying a different maximum shift value for each one, ranging

from 0 fp (no shift applied) to 40 fp. (4 Hz). ALS was then applied to each

data set with a-priori knowledge that 4 components should be extracted. The

components estimated using ALS were each compared to the original sources,

using the Pearson Correlation Coefficient. The performance measurement of

ALS for a given data set is the mean of the highest correlation values that were

recorded for each estimated component. Therefore, if the algorithm performs

perfectly, a value of 1 will result. The lower the value of the mean correlation,

the worse the results. The performance of ALS plotted against the shift applied

to a data set is given in Figure 4.5.
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Fig. 4.5: Performance of ALS with different shifts applied.

Figure 4.5 shows a clear deterioration of the performance of ALS as the amount

of shift applied to the data set is increased. It is noticeable that there is a

considerable drop starting at a shift of 1 Hz. Given that the data used in this

test did not contain any measurement noise, a performance below 90% should be

considered unacceptable. Figure 4.5 therefore suggests that the ALS algorithm

is unable to cope with shifts greater than approximately 1.4 Hz. Furthermore,

since in this test it has been assumed incorrectly that PCA would accurately

determine the number of underlying components prior to the application of ALS,

it is reasonable to conclude that ALS is unlikely to yield good results in the

presence of shift.

4.3.3 Independent Component Analysis

ICA relies heavily on Principal Component Analysis, as it not only estimates

the number of components, but also uses PCA when whitening the data. This

suggests that if PCA is sensitive towards spectral distortion, then ICA will be

expected to be so too. In this section, the effect that spectral shift has on ICA

will be demonstrated. In particular, the effect that it has on the components

identified using ICA will be analysed.
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Experiment 1: Effect of Shift on ICA. Two components were created, with

a frequency resolution of 1 Hz per fp: one with its peak at 15 Hz and a width of

20 Hz, and another with its peak at 80 Hz and a width of 30 Hz, both shown in

Figure 4.6a. A data set of 1000 signals was created with concentrations varying

between 0.2 and 1. A second data set was created using the same concentrations,

but in this data set the components in the samples were locally shifted by ±1 fp.
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(b) ICs obtained without shift.
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(c) ICs obtained with a 1 Hz shift.

Fig. 4.6

In Figure 4.6b the components extracted from the non-shifted data are shown,

and, as expected, they are close to the original sources in Figure 4.6a. In Figure

4.6c the components extracted when ICA was applied to the shifted data are

shown. Both upper and lower Figure 4.6c each show 2 components that are

similar to each other. Meaning that this figure shows a total of 4 identified

components, rather than 2, and that these components appear to be grouped.

It appears as if each component was divided into two; this effect, for reference,

will be referred to component division in the remainder of this thesis, and, as

will be observed later, is a common feature when applying ICA to shifted data.

This simple example has demonstrated that ICA is unable to cope with spectral

distortions. The subsequent experiments explore this further.

Experiment 2: Maximum Shift Handled by ICA. The same sources as in

Experiment 1 were used, although now with a frequency resolution of 0.01 Hz per

fp. The objective was to find the maximum shift with which ICA could extract

the correct components. Different data sets were created, each having their

components shifted by a random amount between in [−max shift, max shift],
and each data set had a different value of max shift applied to it.

In Figure 4.7, three sets of ICs are shown. Figure 4.7a shows the extracted
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components from data shifted at 10 fp; values from 10 to 4 fp provided similar

results.

Figure 4.7b and 4.7c show the extracted components from data shifted at 3

fp and 2 fp respectively. The ICs extracted from the un-shifted data set and that

with a maximum shift value of 1 fp are similar to those shown in Figure 4.7c.
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(a) ICs obtained at 0.1 Hz shift.
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(b) ICs obtained at 0.03 Hz shift.
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(c) ICs obtained at 0.02 Hz shift.

Fig. 4.7: ICs obtained at different shift.

This result indicates that ICA can only extract the components when there

is very little, or no shift.

Experiment 3: Influence of Component Width. It can be seen in Figure

4.7b that when shifting the data by 0.03 Hz, only the component at 80 Hz was

able to be extracted correctly. The only difference between the components is

their width, so another experiment was developed to test if the amount of shift

that would affect the correct extraction of a component is dependent on its width.

Four components with widths of 40, 30, 20 and 10 Hz were created and are

shown in Figure 4.8a, with a frequency resolution of 0.01 Hz per fp. The process

of creating data sets explained in Experiment 2 was repeated and the results are

shown in Figure 4.8.

When shifting the data at 0.02 Hz, only the thinnest component suffers from

component division. When increasing the range of shift values to 0.03 Hz, the

second thinnest component suffers from component division. This tendency

continues until the widest component is divided when using values in the range

of 0.07 Hz.

This result indicates that the width of the component does affect its

extraction. In Figure 4.9 a grey area is shown, the border of which was obtained

by plotting the maximum shift applied to a data set against the width of the
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widest component that was not properly identified. Any point residing in this

area represents a component not identified corretly using ICA.
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(b) ICs obtained without shift.
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(d) At 0.03 Hz shift.
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(e) At 0.05 Hz shift.
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Fig. 4.8: ICs with different widths obtained at different shifts.
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4.3.3.1 Considering a Pre-Aligning Approach

A logical approach to circumvent the problem of frequency shift would be to align

the data before applying ICA. As will be discussed later, when dealing with Global

distortions, properly pre-aligning data does provide good results. However, when

Local distortions are involved, because each component is shifted independently

from each other, aligning two spectra with each other is not trivial. Shifting the

whole spectrum to align one component results in another component becoming

misaligned. If this approach is to be applied correctly, a more sophisticated

method is necessary.

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is an alignment method first introduced by

Sakoe and Chiba in 1978 [92]. It was first proposed as a method to describe how

similar two signals of different lengths are by identifying a mapping between the

two signals. The mapping it creates can be used to align the two signals, with the

focus on ensuring that the local areas of both signals are similar. DTW became

very popular in Speech Recognition for aligning vocal recordings [67], and later in

Batch Processing where the dynamics can proceed at different rates [66]. DTW is

a flexible method and is able to align the local structure of equal-length signals,

such as frequency spectra. In this regard, a multivariate version of DTW has

been successfully used to align chromatographs [107], however it was concluded

that aligning over one dimension (reducing the whole problem to a univariate

model) was enough to solve the alignment issue.

To identify the benefits offered by DTW, the technique was applied to the

shifted data set introduced in Section 4.2. ICA was then applied to the “re-

aligned” data set and identified 91 ICs, compared with 8 without applying DTW.
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(b) Zoomed spectra after aligning.

Fig. 4.10: Result of aligning spectral data using DTW

Figure 4.10a shows one of the peaks in the spectra of samples 2 and 7 before

alignment using DTW and Figure 4.10b after. These figures show that, although

DTW did align both peaks, it also modified their shape considerably. ICA

identifies all the different shapes of one component throughout the data set as

different components, resulting in far more components than expected and, in

turn, decreasing the quality of the results. This is the reason why ICA identified

91 components from the processed data.

Another sophisticated aligning procedure is Alignment by Fast Fourier

Transform (RAFFT or PAFFT) [112]. This method divides the spectra into

an optimal combination of different segments, given by an FFT transform of

the signal. Each segment is then aligned locally. However, from the examples

shown in the original work [112], the alignment procedure also changes important

features of the data.

The reader is encouraged to consider the effects of pre-aligning locally3 before

applying ICA. Local alignment methods artificially distort the spectra, modifying

the local shapes of the spectrum. Consequently, ICA identifies each modified local

shape as a different component and, as a result, the significance of the extracted

components is reduced considerably. Therefore, it is not sensible to locally modify

the sampled spectra before processing.

3Globally aligning a signal involves modifying its shape uniformly, hence local shapes are
maintained.
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4.4 Conclusions

The effects of Spectral Shift on popular component extraction algorithms were

explored. Spectral Shift was chosen as it is one of the most frequently observed

distortions in the Industry. If a distortion as simple as Spectral Shift produces

any problems, it can be expected that more complex distortions will do so also.

The component extraction algorithms discussed were Principal Component

Analysis (PCA), Independent Component Analysis (ICA) and Alternating Least

Squares (ALS), which are the most popular algorithms in use today. In all three

cases, the distortion affected the performance of the methods considerably. It

is important to note that PCA is used in a wide range of Self-Modelling Curve

Resolution (SMCR) methods, not only for identification purposes, but also for

estimating the number of components to extract. This means that all SMCR

methods that rely on PCA/SVD will be affected by Spectral Shift.

It was shown that if a component suffers from moderate amounts of shift,

Independent Component Analysis and, more precisely, the FastICA algorithm,

was unable to extract the same components that it does from non-shifted data.

No other changes to the data, other than shifting it, was implemented, so it can

be concluded that it is the only factor causing the problem.

The results show, however, that FastICA was able to properly identify the ICs

in certain circumstances; i.e. when the shift was small, and the component peaks

were wide. Hyvärinen has stated that “Actually, and perhaps surprisingly, it turns

out that [to solve the ICA problem] it is enough to assume that [the sources]

s1(t) and s2(t), at each time instant t, are statistically independent.”[48].

Meaning that, as in other machine learning and advanced statistical methods,

ICA considers each frequency point of a spectrum as if it were a variable, the

consistency of which is key to extracting the required information (in this case,

the ICs). When shift occurs, however, the information from one variable is passed

onto others, resulting in ICA being unable to follow the correct variation of the

variables. However, if the shift is small enough and/or the components are wide

enough, the variation of neighbouring variables are similar enough for ICA to

consider the data as if it would not have suffered from any shift.

The sensitivity that ICA has towards shift illustrates the importance of

developing an algorithm that is insensitive to Spectral Shift, as well as other

types of distortion. In [46] the authors created a variation of the Independent

Component Analysis algorithm that contained shift-invariant features, which were
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from what the authors referred to as a feature subspace. This means that the

actual sources were not extracted. Furthermore, the invariancy was measured

from responses of the specific feature subspaces, meaning that the resulting shift-

invariance was very application-specific. Still, the authors provided insight into

how Spectral Shift can be simulated, which is relevant to this thesis.

In this chapter, it was also shown that the approach of pre-aligning the

data cannot resolve the local shift problem, as it changes the local shape of the

spectra which will affect the results obtained using ICA. Hence, a post-processing

algorithm is a more sensible approach to make ICA robust against Spectral Shift.



Chapter 5

Spectral Analysis Framework

The proposed methodologies are aimed to be applied in a generic form for

Spectral Component Analysis. To this effect, an optimisation approach was

employed such that its objective function was flexible in considering different

types of spectral distortion. A diagram summarising the objective function for

the Spectral Analysis Framework is shown in Figure 5.1.
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Fig. 5.1: The objective function used by the proposed framework.

As it is shown in Figure 5.1, a set of distortions are simulated over each of the

reference spectra. The simulation of each distortion is assumed to be supervised

74
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by a plant expert, as the application of specific models need to be congruent

with the plant sensors, materials, and suspected distorting factors. In addition,

the order in which each distortion is applied is required to be advised by the

plant expert, and it is assumed that the effect of each distortion is independent

from the rest. Furthermore, the cumulative effects of two or more distortions are

considered to be additive.

The distorted reference spectra are then multiplied by their respective

concentrations and added together.

The resulting simulated distorted spectrum M̂ is then compared with the

measured spectrum M . Although there are several methodologies with which

such a comparison can be carried out, the Euclidian Space, s, between the M̂

and M , described in (5.1), provided good results in this work.

s = −

√√√√ F∑
f

(M(f)− M̂(f))2 (5.1)

Where M(f) is the energy at frequency location f of M . The maximum value

of D is 0. However, the similarity methodology can be modified if necessary.

The optimisation process proceeds to find the distortion values (D) and

concentration values (C) that create a M̂ that best fits M , such defined in (5.2).

[C,D] = pso(M,S, distortion models) (5.2)

Where pso is the optimisation algorithm that is maximising the objective

shown in Figure 5.1, which is Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO); S is the

reference spectra set and distortion models is a set of functions with which the

suspected distortions are simulated over S.

The objective of the framework is to identify the amount of distortion D and

the concentration C of each component.

The supervision of a plant expert is essential for this method to provide

congruent results. Every simulated distortion should have a physical meaning

related to the sensor being used and the material being inspected. Artificially

distorting the reference without such considerations may produce results without

any real significance to the process.
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5.1 Solution Space

This approach is aimed to be applied in different type of situations, and, therefore,

it should be able to incorporate diverse types of information. Thus, the solution

space that is desired to be optimised is expected to be unpredictably complex. To

confirm this, using the components described in Section 4.2, a sampled spectrum

was artificially created that suffered from random Local Shifts. In Figure 5.2, a

graphical representation of the solution space for each component in the sampled

spectrum are shown, plotted with concentrations ranging from 0 to 2 and shift

values from -20 to 20.

(a) With component 1. (b) With component 2.

(c) With component 3. (d) With component 4.

Fig. 5.2: Solution space observed with reference spectra used in Section 5.2.

The solution spaces shown in Figure 5.2 are seen to be close to convex.

However, in Components 2 and 4, shown in Figures 5.2b and 5.2d respectively,
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there is a small hill in the area near the shift value of 0. This corresponds to

features that are similar between the components. To expose this issue further,

another set of spectra which had very similar features were created, and shown

in Figure 5.3a. The solution space that is created when adjusting the shift and

concentrations values and comparing it to a random sample are shown for each

component in Figures 5.3b, 5.3c, and 5.3d.
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Fig. 5.3: Solution space observed with similar reference spectra.

As can be seen in Figure 5.3, the solution spaces will vary depending on the

spectral shape of the components, and the presence of important local optima

is to be expected. Similarly, applying different distortions will create different

solution spaces. However, as seen in the tests in Section 3.4, PSO is able to find

the global optima in solution spaces much more complex than the ones shown

here.
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The unpredictability of the solution space, based on the spectral signatures

of the components and the different distortions taking place, which, in turn,

are expected to be evolving from one sample to another, suggests a need for a

Black-Box optimisation algorithm. Hence, an algorithm, such as PSO, is the only

sensible approach if a generalised solution is to be developed.

To test the applicability of the proposed framework in different situations an

experiment was constructed, described in the following section, in which a mixing

plant which suffers from Local Shift is simulated. A second experiment, related

to Musical Note Identification, was developed and is described in Appendix A.

5.2 Example: Use of Shifted Spectral Measure-

ments in Feedback Control

This example describes an approach which identifies the concentrations of

compounds in a material mixture, product of a simulated mixing plant whose

spectral sensors are suffering from spectral shift. It does so by searching for the

best linear fit of a reference spectra set and comparing it to the measured spectra,

taking account of any shifts that may be present. Both the magnitude of the shift

and the concentration of each spectral component can be identified using Particle

Swarm Optimisation (PSO).

In Section 5.2.1, the simulation used to demonstrate the proposed approach is

described; in Section 5.2.2, the results from a series of experiments are provided;

and in Section 5.2.3, conclusions and several areas of future work are discussed.

5.2.1 Simulations

To test the suitability of using PSO in spectral processing rather than other

spectral analysis tools such as Classical Least Squares Regression (CLSR) [40,

16], a mixing process under feedback control was simulated. Such process is

defined in Figure 5.4. It consisted of a mixer of four ingredients, each with

its own feed stream, the flow rate of which were controlled by their respective

valve. The product of the mixing process was then monitored by a spectral sensor

that provided a sampled spectrum of the material. This sensor suffered from an

external factor that presented itself as a Local Spectral Shift in the sampled

spectrum.
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Fig. 5.4: Mixing plant to be simulated.

The objective of the control system was to achieve the desired concentrations

of each of the four materials in the mixture by manipulating the valves of the

feeds of each ingredient. The concentration of the materials in the mixture was

not measured directly and was instead extracted from the spectral measurements.

In this study, this was achieved by applying PSO and CLSR. A schematic of the

simulated process is provided in Figure 5.5.
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Both methods require a set of reference spectra to work with. The four spectral

components introduced in Section 4.2, were used in this study. These spectra are

used inside the plant to simulate the measured spectrum of the mixture, where

each spectrum is multiplied by their corresponding concentration and mixed with

the other components. Finally, white noise is applied (with a signal-to-noise ratio

of 70) to simulate measurement noise.

The control system was designed to achieve the desired concentrations of the

individual compounds leaving the mixing vessel at specific values in centigrams

(cg). These were: 0.5 cg for the first component, 0.6 cg for the second, 0.7 cg

for the third, and 0.8 cg for the fourth. The response of the control system when

there was no shift in the spectral measurement is shown in Figure 5.6. This

figure shows a 20-second simulated response measured from the output of the

transfer functions inside the plant. The response in Figure 5.6 shows that every

component has reached its desired concentration. This response is referred to as

the ‘optimal response’ of the control system and the one that it is aspired to when

using CLSR and PSO to extract the component concentrations.
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Fig. 5.6: Control response without using spectral data (i.e. no shift).

In the following section, the effect that frequency shift had on the control

system is illustrated and the ability of PSO to recover the optimal control

performance is investigated.
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5.2.2 Results

Following the introduction of the frequency shift, two experiments were con-

ducted. In the first experiment, Classical Least Square Regression (CLSR) was

used to resolve the concentrations of each of the components in the mixture

directly from the spectral measurement and those concentrations were fed back

through the control system. In the second experiment, the concentration of each

of the components in the mixture was identified with the aid of PSO, which

accounted for the frequency shift.

5.2.2.1 Classical Least Squares Regression

Classical Least Squares (CLS) is a statistical method which can be used to

obtain a set of pure-component spectra from a series of samples. These spectra

can then be used to estimate their concentration in other samples using CLS

Regression (CLSR) [40]. The CLSR method has been reported to be the most

commonly used analytical tool for concentration estimation in Fourier Transform

Infrared spectrometry (OP/FT-IR) [16], even so that many OP/FT-IR systems

are supplied with a CLS analysis package [16].

The CLSR approach requires knowledge of the reference spectra for each of

the components in the mixture. This reference, S, is often available and using

the spectra obtained from the mixture, D, the concentrations of each of the

components can be identified using the following expression:

C = DS(STS)−1 (5.3)

The concentration obtained using (5.3) were then fed back through the

controller and the resulting concentrations within the mixture are shown in Figure

5.7. This figure shows that the response of the controller has been severely

degraded as a result of the shift, when compared to the response of the control

system obtained in Section 5.2.1 when there was no shift present.
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Fig. 5.7: Control response using shifted data and CLSR as spectral analysis tool.

5.2.2.2 Using Particle Swarm Optimisation

In this test PSO was used to estimate the concentrations of the components from

the spectrum obtained from the mixture. In the PSO, a swarm of 50 particles was

created, with each particle considering 5 nearby particles as neighbours. Each

particle had 8 directions to ‘fly’ in, two per component: one direction dealt with

the concentration of the component and the other with its spectral shift. To grade

the fitness of each particle, each reference spectrum was shifted and multiplied

by its corresponding values derived from the location of the particle. The four

modified spectra were then linearly mixed, resulting in a ‘test spectrum’, which

was then compared to the spectrum obtained from the plant by calculating the

Mean Square Error (MSE) between them. The MSE is a measure of the ‘distance’

between the ideal value and the acquired value, calculated by the square root of

the addition of the squared differences between them at each frequency point. In

effect, it is the Euclidian distance between the two spectra, meaning that a value

close to zero is desired.

The value of each concentration direction was limited between 0.01 and 1 cg

and its velocity between -0.1 and 0.1; every shift direction was limited between

-30 and 30 frequency points and its velocity between -3 and 3. These values were

obtained empirically and were found to give the best results in this application.
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Time-decreasing inertia was also applied, increasingly reducing the velocities

from 0% to 60% of their value in the first 300 iterations, and maintaining that

value for the remainder of the search. Convergence to a solution was assumed

when 120 iterations passed without a change in the identified global optima. The

response of the process when the concentrations obtained using the proposed PSO

technique were fed back through the control system are displayed in Figure 5.8.
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Fig. 5.8: Control response using shifted data and PSO as spectral analysis tool.

Comparing Figures 5.7 and 5.8 shows that the response using the PSO spectral

processing technique enables the controller to track the desired response much

more closely than was obtained using CLSR. For a more precise comparison, the

MSE between each response and the optimal one is provided in the Table 5.1 and

it can be seen that PSO outperforms CLSR significantly.

Component 1 2 3 4

MSE (CLSR) 0.9639 1.0171 0.6966 1.6604

MSE (PSO) 0.0339 0.0319 0.0375 0.0373

Table 5.1: Mean Square Error using PSO and CLSR

It is important to note that there are still variations in the control response,

as shown with the response of Component 4 in Figure 5.9, which shows a close-up
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of the period between 7 to 20 seconds of Figure 5.8. However, such variations are

still mostly inside the 99% confidence bounds, as it is shown in Figure 5.9, which

is an important improvement over using CLSR when Spectral Shift is involved.
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Fig. 5.9: Control response of Component 4 between 7 and 20 seconds.

5.2.3 Conclusions & Discussion on Mixing Plant Example

It has been shown that using common automatic spectral analysis algorithms,

such as Classical Least Squares Regression, may lead to poor control performance

if these measurements are used directly in a control system. The reason for this

is that frequency shift may be present in the measurements and this can have a

significant effect on the controller. CLSR assumes the presence of each spectral

component in a constant frequency location, a variation of which results in a

deviation of the relationship between frequency and spectral intensity. When

this relationship changes and nothing is done to compensate for it, the estimated

values of the concentrations of each component will become inaccurate.

The Spectral Analysis Framework was able to consider the possibility that the

frequency-intensity relationship can change, and compensated for it by searching

for the magnitude of shift affecting each component as well as their concentration.

This lead to accurate estimates of the concentrations, when compared to those

produced by CLSR when shift was introduced into the system. Using the

concentrations identified using PSO, the performance of the control system was
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comparable to that achieved when there was no shift present in the spectral

measurements.

5.3 Conclusions & Discussion

A framework was proposed with which an initial generic solution to Spectral

Component Analysis could be created. Two experiments from different areas

were investigated, and the proposed Framework was able to cope and provide

good results in both. It was also commented that it is important to consider that

a generic solution for a specific problem may not provide the best efficiency. The

proposed framework is meant as an initial gateway into which the knowledge of a

process expert can be experimented with, and either confirm or deny the presence

of distortions that may be suspected of occurring. It is then possible to use the

knowledge, confirmed by this framework, to create a solution much more specific

to the problem at hand, improving the efficiency of the process.

For example in Appendix A the Framework was applied for the task of

Polyphonic Music Retrieval. It was found that, even though the Framework was

successful, another solution could be developed that was more efficient. However,

the knowledge used to create this solution was confirmed using the proposed

Framework, to the point that some limitations of the Framework were still in

place in the more efficient method. Furthermore, the fact that the proposed

framework could be used in the Musical arena and provide good results is a

testament of its versatility.

An important requirement of the proposed Framework is that of a set of

reference spectra. It could be assumed that these are available, but it is possible

that this may not be the case. Component extraction methods may be able

to obtain a set of reference spectra from sampled measurements. However, as

discussed in Chapter 4, current methods are sensitive to spectral distortion,

which is to be expected if the proposed Framework is already being considered

to be used. In the following chapters, the Framework is extended to the area of

component extraction from distorted spectral data.



Chapter 6

Alignment of Generally Distorted

Spectra

As discussed in Chapter 5, the Spectral Analysis Framework (SAF) proposed in

this thesis is able to analyse spectral data that has been distorted in several ways.

However for this analysis to take place, a set of reference spectra is required and

in many applications this may not be available. One solution is for Component

Extraction methods to be applied to a set of sampled spectra so that a set of

components, which the SAF can work with, can be extracted. Unfortunately,

as discussed in Chapter 4, current Component Extraction methods are sensitive

towards spectral distortion.

As observed in Section 2.2.1, the ways in which a spectrum may be distorted

can be categorised in two groups: the Global type, in which the distortion occurs

uniformly throughout the spectrum, and the Local type, where the amount of

distortion is different for each component. This chapter will describe an algorithm

that enhances current Component Extraction only when dealing with Globally

distorted data. The topic of Component Extraction from Locally distorted data

will be discussed in Chapter 7.

In this chapter, an algorithm is proposed that re-aligns globally distorted

data. This re-alignment is shown to enhance the results of current Component

Extraction methods. In the examples provided in this chapter, Global Warp

and Global Shift distortions are discussed. However, the proposed algorithm was

developed so that it could incorporate any type of Global distortion.

86
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6.1 Alignment Using an Optimisation Approach

The objective of the proposed aligning algorithm is to remove or ‘cancel’ the global

distortions taking place in a given spectral data set. In the following explanation,

it is assumed that only Global Shift and Global Warp distortions are present.

The alignment method is divided in three phases:

1. Choosing a reference. A sample is chosen to be the reference by which

every other sample is to be aligned.

2. Aligning with reference. Every sample is artificially modified, using a

set of pre-defined distortions, such that it best fits the reference sample.

The pre-defined set of distortions would be defined by a plant expert with

knowledge of the likely distortions.

3. Rectify reference distortions. The reference sample may have been

distorted itself, therefore the whole set is rectified to compensate.

A summary of the algorithm is provided in Figure 6.1.

Spectrum 1

 
Spectrum N

Spectrum 2
Spectrum 3
 

Aligned Spectrum 1

 
Aligned Spectrum N

Aligned Spectrum 2
Aligned Spectrum 3
 

Find Warp, Shift

Find Warp, Shift

Find Warp, Shift

Substract
Mean

De-distort

De-distort

De-distort

Mean

Substract
Mean

Substract
Mean

Substract
Mean

Temporary Reference
Data Set Aligned Data Set

Alignment Algorithm

Fig. 6.1: Summary of aligning algorithm with only Warp and Shift being applied.

A detailed description of each step in the algorithm is given in the following

paragraphs.

Choosing a Reference for Alignment. A reference sample is chosen

randomly. It can be argued that the chosen sample may not be appropriate

as a reference, as some components may not be present. Nevertheless, because

the spectral samples during the alignment procedure are going to be artificially
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distorted uniformly, it can be expected, and was observed in tests, that good

results are provided if at least one component is present in the chosen sample. It

is reasonable to assume that all samples will have at least one component, hence,

any sample is an appropriate choice to be used as a reference.

Alignment Procedure. Having defined a reference spectrum, every other

sample is then aligned to it. To do this, a set of artificial distortions is defined,

which every other sample will be subjected to in an effort to identify the precise

nature of the distortion in the data. An optimisation algorithm, in this work

Particle Swarm Optimisation, is then applied to determine the magnitude of

each distortion that needs to be applied to a sample such that it is aligned with

the reference.

The objective function used by the optimisation algorithm is based on the

Pearson Correlation coefficient, as only the shape of the spectrum is required to

be aligned, without considering their magnitudes. The objective function is given

in (6.1).

M =

∑
(R−R)(Xid −Xid)√∑

(R−R)2
∑

(Xid −Xid)
2

(6.1)

where M is the measure of correlation between the reference sample (R) and

the artificially distorted sample (Xid), R and Xid are the mean values of R and

Xid respectively, and Xid is defined by (6.2).

Xid = distort signal(Xi, global shift , global warp) (6.2)

where Xi is the ith sample in the spectral data set X. global shift and

global warp are the amounts of Global Shift and Global Warp, respectively,

applied to Xi to create Xid . The distort signal function shifts and warps Xi

by the amounts given by global shift and global warp; it is described in detail in

Appendix C.

The PSO search aims to find the values of global shift and global warp that

create a Xid that best aligns with R.

Compensating for Reference Distortions. The reference sample R was

chosen from a data set that suffered from distortion. Therefore, it is reasonable

to assume that R suffers from distortion itself. This means that the whole data
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set will be biased towards the distortions taking place in R, which may introduce

complications later. To compensate for this, it can be assumed that the data set

is now aligned, and that a bias is present uniformly throughout the data set. To

remove this bias it is necessary to estimate the distortions taking place in R. To

do this, the amount that each sample was artificially distorted by to align with R

is recorded and, depending on the assumed statistical distribution of distortion

values, the amount that R was distorted by can be estimated. For example, if

a uniform distribution is assumed, the mean of all the distortion values can be

used as an estimate of the distortion taking place in R.

Having estimated the distortion present in R, all the samples of the data

set (including R) have this distortion removed, resulting in an aligned data set

without bias.

6.1.1 Experiments & Results

To verify the applicability of the proposed aligning algorithm, two reference

spectra were randomly created in the same way as described in Section 4.2.

These spectra are shown in Figure 6.2. The reference spectra were the basis for

creating a data set of 50 spectral samples, each warped and shifted by different

amounts uniformly distributed between 0.95 and 1.05 (for warping) and ±20 fp

(for shifting), shown in Figure 6.3.
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Fig. 6.2: Reference spectra used to create data set in Figure 6.3.
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Fig. 6.3: Data set used in experiment.

The alignment procedure was applied, using the first sample as the reference.

The aligned data set is shown in Figure 6.4.
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Fig. 6.4: Data set after alignment.

The compensation phase, which assumed a uniform distribution of the

distortion values, estimated that the reference sample was shifted by -10.84 fp,

which can be approximated to -11 fp, as the shift can only take integer values,

and warped by 1.0158. The real distortion values for the first sample were a

shift of -11 fp and a warp of 1.0142, indicating that the proposed algorithm has

identified the shift well in this data set.

To see if the global alignment method does enhance the performance of

component extraction algorithms, Alternating Least Squares was applied to both

the original and the aligned data set, and for each case, two components were

extracted. The components identified in each data set are shown in Figure 6.5.
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(a) Using original data set.
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(b) Using pre-aligned data set.

Fig. 6.5: Extracted components from original and aligned data set.

As seen in Figure 6.5, the components that ALS extracted from the aligned

data set are more similar to the reference spectra in Figure 6.2 than those

extracted from the original data set. A correlation measure between the reference

spectra and each component is given in Table 6.1. This table shows there is a

significant increase in performance when the data set was pre-aligned.

From original

data set

From pre-aligned

data set

Comp. 1 0.0345 0.9879

Comp. 2 0.5651 0.9938

Table 6.1: Correlation between extracted components and reference spectra.

6.1.2 Solution Space Observed

The solution space that the PSO search was given to optimise in the above

example can be observed in Figure 6.6, where a sample was shifted and warped

by different amounts and compared to a reference sample. This figure shows that

the space is almost convex and, for this type of problem, PSO has been shown to

perform well [29].
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Fig. 6.6: Solution space observed with data in previous experiment.

However, when using other data sets, such as those described in Chapter 5, a

solution space as complex as the one shown in Figure 6.7 can be obtained.

Fig. 6.7: Solution space observed using other spectra (Chapter 5).

The solution space that PSO is required to optimise is defined purely by

the shape of the spectra and the types of distortions taking place, making the

optimisation problem unpredictable as well as intricate. Fortunately, PSO is able

to cope with these complex solution spaces. Given that the shape of the solution

space will be unknown for each problem, a Black-Box-Oriented optimisation

algorithm, such as PSO, is well-suited to solve it.

6.2 Conclusions

It has been shown that when a spectral data set is distorted in a global manner, a

relatively simple algorithm can be used to remove this distortion. This was shown
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to be important if a component extraction algorithm is to be applied to the data

set. A case study was used to show that the application of the pre-alignment

algorithm enhanced the ability of ALS to subsequently identify the underlying

components in the data set. However, the proposed algorithm assumes that a

plant expert is able to identify likely distortions present in the data.

It is important to reiterate that the alignment procedure aims to preserve the

overall shape of the spectrum, thus, only artificial distortions that affect the signal

globally were applied. The algorithm presented here is not able to re-align spectra

that was distorted in a local level. To do that it would be necessary to change

the overall shape of the spectrum, which not only contradicts the physical factors

of the sensor and the inspected material but, as discussed in Section 4.3.3.1,

also degrades the results of any component extraction algorithm. Extracting the

components out of locally distorted data is addressed in the following chapter.



Chapter 7

Component Extraction on

Locally Distorted Spectra

Global distortions, as seen in the previous chapter, can be resolved beforehand

using a pre-aligning approach, where the spectrum is modified in a uniform

manner, based on expert knowledge of the system. By doing so, it was shown

that analytical tools, such as Alternating Least Squares, were able to extract the

components from re-aligned data that was globally distorted.

Unfortunately, local spectral distortions, such as Local Shift or Local Warp,

are difficult to remove using a pre-aligning approach without damaging the overall

shape of the spectrum. The effects of re-aligning a locally distorted data set before

it is analysed have been explored in Section 4.3.3.1, where it was concluded that

a post-processing approach should be used to complement established analysis

tools, such as Independent Component Analysis. Another alternative would

be to create a new component extraction method that makes the fundamental

assumption that the data being analysed may be distorted.

In this chapter, two methodologies are presented that are successful in

extracting components from locally distorted data. One post-processes the results

obtained using ICA when the data is locally shifted, and the other is a novel

method that extracts the components after assuming that local distortion is

present within the spectral measurements.

94
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7.1 Post-Processing Estimates of Independent

Component Analysis

As observed in earlier chapters, when applying ICA to locally shifted spectral

data, several more significant components are identified than would be otherwise.

By combining these components together, the proposed post-processing method

is able to accurately identify the source components in the spectrum. Finding the

most appropriate combination of the identified components can be formulated as

a non-linear optimisation problem.

Independent Component Analysis was tested with artificial data sets suffering

from different degrees of Local Shift in the experiments described in Section

4.3.3. The effect of Local Shift in ICA can be observed in Figure 4.6, where

several ‘similar’ components were identified instead of just one. These partial

components are different from the sources not only in peak locations, but in peak

shapes as well, so they cannot be considered as source estimates by themselves.

7.1.1 Proposed Post-Processing Algorithm

Figure 7.1a shows two related components that were identified when ICA was

applied to an artificial data set, suffering from a maximum Local Shift of 1 fp, as

described in Section 4.2. Figure 7.1b shows the spectra that results from simply

adding these two spectra together. Figure 7.1c shows the reference spectra that

is most similar to the two spectra identified using ICA. These figures clearly show

that by adding the two partial components together, an accurate approximation

of the reference spectra is obtained.

The combined component illustrated in Figure 7.1b is referred to in this paper

as the Estimated Independent Component (EIC), and is the estimate of the source

that the combined ICs are related to. This relatively simple technique provides a

feasible solution to identifying the source components in a spectrum affected by

frequency shift. However, exhaustive testing has shown that when more partial

components are identified, the simple addition of related components does not

produce accurate approximation of the source spectra.
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Fig. 7.1: Result of combining related ICs.

The post-processing algorithm proposed here operates in 3 stages:

1. Partial components which are related are identified and grouped.

2. The grouped components are combined to produce an optimal EIC.

3. Final processing of the EICs is undertaken to remove artefacts from other

components.

Each of the these three stages is now described in detail:

Grouping Related Components. Two components that are ‘related’ to each

other will have a high correlation coefficient in an area near the origin in their

Normalised Cross-Correlation Vector (NCCV ). In this example, an area of 40 fp

(∼ 8 Hz) with a cut-off value for the NCCV of 0.7 gave the best results in terms

of finding which components were ‘related’. However, further studies suggested

that the cut-off value of 0.7 was too strict. A method of finding a balanced cut-

off value was found by applying all the values between 0.4 and 1 (with a step

size of, say, 0.01) and recording the number of groups of ICs that were obtained

for each value1. The number of groups most frequently recorded was found to

be a good estimate of the number of sources in the data, and any cut-off value

that produced this number was appropriate. However, the cut-off value will not

always be optimal, and some components may get left out. In such cases, user

intervention may be necessary.

1Any values lower than 0.4 may give false positives of relation between ICs.
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Combining Related Components. When only two components are found

to be related, scaling them to be of the same height and adding them often

provides a reasonable approximation to a source spectrum, as shown in Figure

7.1. However, when more than two components are found to be related, it is not

enough to equalise heights and combine them, as demonstrated in Figure 7.2.

In this example, four ‘grouped’ components are identified and displayed in the

upper graph of Figure 7.2b. The resulting EIC displayed in the lower graph of

Figure 7.2b has a very different shape to the source, shown in Figure 7.2a.
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Fig. 7.2: Result of PSO search to correct the shape of the linear mix.

To resolve this problem it is necessary to find the optimal combination of

the scaling factors for the related components. For example, the upper graph of

Figure 7.2c shows the four, re-scaled, grouped components which, when added

together, provide the EIC in the lower graph of Figure 7.2c, which accurately

describes the source in Figure 7.2a. To find the optimal combination, Particle

Swarm Optimisation (PSO) was applied. The optimal EIC was defined as:

EIC = shift(IC 1 + IC n +
n−1∑
i=2

aiIC i, l) (7.1)

and the following function was minimised

P = min(Pearson(EIC , data sample)) (7.2)

where ICi is the ith IC in the group, n is the number of ICs inside the group,

ai is the weighting factor of the ith IC, the Pearson function is a measure of

similarity based on the Pearson product-moment coefficient, and data sample

is a randomly-chosen sample spectrum from the data set. PSO aims to find
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the optimal combination of weighting factors (ais) for each ICi. The range of

the weights was chosen empirically to be between 0.8 and 3 as in the examples

studied, they provided good optimisation speed without losing accuracy. It needs

to be considered that the EIC is being compared to a data sample that may

be shifted itself. So, to obtain an optimal fit, the EIC is artificially shifted an

amount l that PSO also aims to find.

The Pearson coefficient was used as it only takes into account the similarity

of the shapes of the spectra, and not their magnitudes. To force only one optimal

combination to exist, the first and last ICs of the group (IC1 and ICn) remain

unchanged throughout the search. If all the ICs vary, different combinations

would exist that give the same measure of optimality.

Final De-Correlation. The lower graph in Figure 7.2c shows that when

calculated, the EIC may contain artefacts from other components (e.g. the

small peaks between 20-35 Hz), implying that the EICs are not completely de-

correlated. To reduce this correlation, the following update to every EIC is

applied until convergence is reached:

EIC i ← EIC i −
(

EIC j
EIC i(fjm)

EIC j(fjm)

)
(7.3)

where EIC i is the EIC to be updated; EIC j is any other EIC; fjm is the

frequency location with the most energy in EIC j.

7.1.1.1 Estimated Independent Components in Further Analysis

Once identified, the EICs can be used as a reference spectra for further analysis,

such as determining the concentrations of the various components in a measured

spectrum. This can be achieved by finding a combination of scaling factors and

shift values for each EIC, which, when combined, create a spectrum that is the

closest in shape to each of the measured spectra. To find such a combination,

PSO can be applied to optimise the function, P:

P = min(E ) = min

√√√√ F∑
f

(
C(f)− MS (f)

‖MS‖

)2
 (7.4)

where C is:
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C =
n∑

i=1

(cishift(EIC i, li)) (7.5)

meaning that C is the spectrum created when applying the concentrations

ci and shift values li to their respective normalised EICs (EIC i) and adding

them; MS is the measured spectrum; C(f) and MS (f) are the energies located

at frequency f in both spectra of size F . E is a measure of dissimilarity between

C and the normalised measured spectra (MS/‖MS‖), based on the Euclidean

distance between them, which has been found to give good results with this

method. P is the minimum distance, which identifies the optimal combination of

concentrations and shift values that best fit MS .

When the optimal combination is found, the estimated concentrations of

the normalised version of the sources inside the measured spectra (x̂i) can be

calculated by:

x̂i = ci‖MS‖ (7.6)

This optimisation approach was applied to the simulated feedback control

loop, described in detail in Section 5.2.

The proposed algorithm was tested in different scenarios, described in the

next section.

7.1.2 Case Studies

The ability of the proposed post-processing technique to compensate for shift in

artificial and real sets of spectral data was investigated. The first case study

test the proposed post-process algorithm with artificial data sets that suffer

different degrees of Local Shift, and then uses the extracted components as

reference spectra to estimate the concentration with a set of artificial test spectra.

The following study uses a set of NIR spectra sampled from pharmaceutical

tablets, which suffer from slight local shifts, which can be attributed to variations

in the sampling and calibrating procedures. The final case study tests the

algorithm with a group of NIR measurements of carbonised ice sampled at

different temperatures.
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7.1.2.1 Case Study 1: Artificial Data Sets

For the following experiments, 20 different data sets were created as described

in Section 4.2, meaning that each sampled spectrum was composed of four

components. Each data set had a different maximum shift value, which ranged

from 1 fp (0.1 Hz) to 20 fp (2 Hz).

The proposed post-processing technique was applied, and for each data set,

four EICs were automatically identified, matching the number of components

expected to be extracted. This means that the technique was able to successfully

estimate the correct number of components even in cases of severe shift.

The maximum correlation coefficient between the reference sources and their

corresponding EICs shifted between -4 and +4 Hz, was used as a measure of

similarity. Table 7.1 provides the mean value of the similarity metric for each

data set, denoted by their maximum shift value. The bold numbers highlight

the most and least similar sets of EICs. These values indicate that the proposed

approach successfully identified the four sources even in situations of severe shift.

Set Corr. Set Corr. Set Corr. Set Corr. Set Corr.

0.1 0.9997 0.5 0.9945 0.9 0.9922 1.3 0.9924 1.7 0.9926

0.2 0.9999 0.6 0.9924 1.0 0.99924 1.4 0.9935 1.8 0.9917

0.3 0.9899 0.7 0.9930 1.1 0.9871 1.5 0.9937 1.9 0.9902

0.4 0.99942 0.8 0.9934 1.2 0.9923 1.6 0.9928 2.0 0.9882

Table 7.1: The average similarity metric of each EIC-set against the reference
spectra.

To provide a measure of the accuracy with which PSO can estimate

concentrations in measured spectra using these EICs, another data set was

generated with a maximum shift value of 1 Hz. In Figure 7.3 and 7.4, the

estimated and real concentrations are plotted, using the most and least similar

EICs respectively, and it can be seen that the estimated concentrations are well

within the 90% confidence bounds. The mean square error being 2.9707E−04

and 9.9480E−04 for the 0.2 Hz and 1.1 Hz EIC sets respectively. These results

highlight the accuracy with which PSO can estimate the concentration of each

identified component in the mixtures.
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(b) Results for Comp. 2
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(c) Results for Comp. 3
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(d) Results for Comp. 4

Fig. 7.3: PSO performance using the most similar EICs (0.2 Hz set), with 90%
confidence bounds.
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(a) Results for Comp. 1
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(b) Results for Comp. 2
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(c) Results for Comp. 3
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(d) Results for Comp. 4

Fig. 7.4: PSO performance using the least similar EICs (1.1 Hz set), with 90%
confidence bounds.

7.1.2.2 Case Study 2: Pharmaceutical Tablets

The data set that was used in this study is part of a publicly available

database consisting of 310 NIR spectra, sampled from pharmaceutical tablets

of Escitalopram® [28]. It is composed of several batches, differing by the size of

the tablet (5, 10, 15 and 20 mg), and each batch has 3 sub-batches that differ in

production scale (full scale, pilot scale, and laboratory scale).

The mixture inside the tablets is comprised of an active ingredient and several

excipients, such as mycrocrystalline cellulose (dominant), magnesium stearate

and talc. In this section, the results using the laboratory-scaled, 5-mg-tablets
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batch is presented. These results were comparable to those from the other data

sets. Figure 7.5 shows the spectra from this batch of measurements.
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Fig. 7.5: Spectral data of pharmaceutical tablets.

Detailed examination of the spectra in Figure 7.5, shown in Figure 7.6,

suggests that there is some frequency shift in the data, specifically in the area

between 8050 and 8400 cm−1, as well as the presence of noise.
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Fig. 7.6: Zoomed version of Figure 7.5, between 8050 and 8400 cm−1.

When ICA was applied to this data, 30 components were identified (shown

in Figure 7.7). Considering that there are 30 spectra in the data set, it can
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be deduced that ICA is unable to reduce the observations to their unique

components. This result illustrates the sensitivity of ICA to frequency shift.
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Fig. 7.7: ICs that were found by ICA in spectral data.

The proposed shift compensation algorithm was applied to the data set, and

the resulting components are shown in Figure 7.8.

Details provided in [28] suggest that the active ingredient has an important

peak near 8830 cm−1, and visual comparison of Figure 7.8b to the reference

spectrum provided in [28] shown in Figure 7.9 indicates that the component in

Figure 7.8b is similar to the spectral signature of the active ingredient. [28] also

states that the dominant excipient, mycrocrystalline cellulose, has a prominent

peak near 8200 cm−1 [28], suggesting that the component in Figure 7.8c is a good

candidate for this material. Information on the other materials in the tablet were

not available.

It is important to note that the spectral signature of the active ingredient

did not suffer from shift in this data set. However, the severe shift in the other

components made it difficult to correctly identify it using ICA alone. This implies

that even seemingly irrelevant components (such as excipients in pharmaceutical

tablets) may cause difficulties when identifying the active ingredients. The post-

processing method was able to circumvent these difficulties, by reducing the

amount of components to be inspected, and grouping them appropriately.
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(a) EIC 1.
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(b) EIC 2.
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(c) EIC 3.
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(d) EIC 4.

Fig. 7.8: EICs obtained from the results in Figure 7.7.
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TABLE II. Comparison of different preprocessing methods on the
performance of Raman models. All models are based on the full
spectra (200–3600 cm21) as no improvement was seen using iPLS.

Preprocessing # PCa RMSECVb Rc

none
MSC
!rst derivative
second derivative
SNV
SNV 1 second derivative

5
6
5
5
6
5

0.63
0.59
0.56
0.56
0.59
0.65

0.83
0.85
0.87
0.87
0.85
0.82

a Number of PLS components.
b Prediction error (% w/w).
c Correlation coef!cient.

FIG. 3. NIR raw spectra of a 20 mg tablet (dashed line; transmittance
spectrum) and the pure active substance (solid line; re"ectance spec-
trum).

mation about the active substance and avoiding, e.g., the
peaks from titanium dioxide, but resulted in no better
model than that using the full spectrum. We attempted to
localize optimal intervals using iPLS as well, but no iPLS
model was obtained that resulted in a better prediction
error than the full spectrum model.

The best calibration model using Raman spectra was
obtained using !rst derivative spectra, which removed
some of the interference from the "uorescence back-
ground. This model has a cross-validated prediction error
of 0.56% w/w using !ve PLS components, which is in
accordance with the many variations in the tablets other
than active substance, i.e., in excipients, coating thick-
ness, "uorescence, density, etc. The relative prediction
error (RMSECV/ynom· 100%) is 10.1% for the 5 mg tab-
lets and 7.0% for the 10, 15, and 20 mg tablets. The
relatively large prediction error of this model can be ex-
plained by the fact that repeated measurements of a tab-
let, where the tablet was moved in between measure-
ments, displayed large differences in intensity of the
peaks. Actually, the sampling error, estimated by the pre-
diction error of ten repeated measurements of the same
tablet, was 0.51% (RMSEP) for a 20 mg tablet, which
accounts for the largest part of the total prediction error
for this model, 0.56%. This is mainly due to the very
small volume being measured with this method in com-
bination with the relatively high inhomogeneity of this
type of sample. The coating (containing titanium dioxide,
a strong Raman scatterer) is especially responsible for the
variation in the intensity of the peaks because variation
in coating thickness in"uences the volume of internal tab-
let material being measured. Using more than one mea-
surement point on each tablet would most certainly lower
the prediction error, but that would obviously prolong the
time of analysis, which was already more than three times
that of the NIR analysis. Another possibility, which
would not prolong the time of analysis, would be rotating
the sample during acquisition of the spectrum.16 None of
these possibilities were pursued further based on the su-
perior results of the NIR transmittance calibration (see
discussion later).

In a study by Jedvert and co-workers,2 a model based
on Raman spectra was obtained that had a relative pre-
diction error of 1.8% using tablets with a nominal active
substance content of 30%. The much higher prediction
error obtained in this study is in part ascribed to the
above-mentioned subsampling problems and in part to
the smaller active substance content (5.6 and 8.0% w/w).
The positive effect of preprocessing with SNV and sec-

ond derivatives (observed by Jedvert and co-workers)
was not seen in the present study, where SNV both alone
and in combination with derivatives gave poor results.

NIR Transmittance Calibration. Only a minor part of
the recorded NIR transmittance spectra (4000–14 000
cm21) could be used in the calibrations. The range from
4000 to 7400 cm21 was very noisy due to the high ab-
sorption of low-energy radiation, while the range 10 500
to 14 000 cm21 contained very little information, partially
due to the low detector sensitivity. Therefore, only the
7400–10 500 cm21 range was used.

Raw spectra (range 7400–10 500 cm21) of a 20 mg
tablet and of the pure active substance are shown in Fig.
3. The active substance has only one visually character-
istic band in the tablet spectrum, which is identi!ed as
the second overtone of the aromatic C–H stretch. This
peak is seen at 8830 cm21 (corresponding to 1132 nm)
and is partially overlapping with the peak at 8200 cm21

(1220 nm) originating from the primary excipient, mi-
crocrystalline cellulose.

Calibration models were initially built from spectra
ranging from 7400 to 10 500 cm21 (hence referred to as
‘full spectrum’). Furthermore, the informative spectral
range was subsequently narrowed by iPLS, and intervals
were selected that gave smaller prediction errors than the
full spectrum. Several preprocessing methods were in-
vestigated and the results of some of these in combination
with different variable sets (full spectrum and intervals
selected by iPLS) are shown in Table III.

The best NIR transmittance model (lowest RMSECV)
was obtained using second derivative spectra and an in-
terval selected by iPLS. The prediction error of this mod-
el is 0.30%, corresponding to a relative prediction error
of 5.4% for 5 mg tablets and 3.8% for the 10, 15, and
20 mg tablets. The sampling error was estimated as for
the Raman model predicting the active substance content

Fig. 7.9: NIR Raw spectra of a 20 mg tablet (dashed line; transmittance
spectrum) and the pure active substance (solid line; reflectance spectra).
(Scanned image from [28]).

7.1.2.3 Case Study 3: Carbonised Ice Analogs

The data set that was used in this study was a publicly available data set

consisting of 9 NIR samples that were measured from samples of carbonised

ice (H2O+CO). These measurements were initially measured in an experiment to

observe the effect that heat had on the NIR spectrum [35]. The two most relevant

variations that were recorded are highlighted in Figure 7.10. It shows the 9 NIR

spectra and highlights, with arrows, the effect that the increase in heat has on

the spectra. All the spectra shown in this case study are in cm−1.
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Fig. 7.10: Spectral data of ice UV-radiated in different amounts.

FastICA was initially applied to the 9 spectra and the ICs that were identified

are shown in Figure 7.11.
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Fig. 7.11: ICs that were found by ICA in ice data.

Four groups were identified using the automated procedure described in

Section 7.1.1 and are shown in Table 7.2.
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Group 1 2 3 4

Components IC1,IC4 IC2 IC3,IC6 IC5

Table 7.2: Groups identified in ice data.

Groups 2 and 4 are each comprised of only two components, thus, they can

simply be added together to obtain their corresponding EIC. Both groups and

their EICs are shown in Figure 7.12.
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(a) IC1 and IC4 and their combination (EIC1&4).
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(b) IC3 and IC6 and their combination (EIC3&6).

Fig. 7.12: ICs that were identified as belonging together in groups.

Figure 7.12 shows that there is still some correlation between the two identified

EICs. For example, the peak at approximately 2340 cm−1 is present in EIC1&4

and EIC3&6. The de-correlation algorithm was applied to these EICs and the

resulting EIC3&6 is shown in Figure 7.13a. Figure 7.13b provides the reference

spectrum for carbonised ice obtained from The Cosmic Ice Laboratory at NASA

[34]. Comparison of Figures 7.13a and 7.13b illustrate that the proposed post-

processing algorithm has identified a component with a spectral signature similar

to the expected material.

It is important to remember that the process aims to extract the shape of

the spectrum, thus, the scale of the resulting spectral signature is not recovered.

However, in Figure 7.14 both spectra are superimposed and, although it can be

seen that they are not a perfect fit, similarities between the two are clear.
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(a) EIC3&6.
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(b) Reference spectrum from NASA.

Fig. 7.13: Recovered component and its reference spectrum.
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Fig. 7.14: EIC3&6 with NASA reference spectra superimposed.

A numerical representation of their similarity is desired, and, because of the

scale difference, a Pearson correlation measure was chosen, as it calculates the

similarity between two variables regardless of their scale. The Pearson correlation

between the two spectra is of 0.9809, which means that there is a strong

correlation between the identified component and the reference spectrum.
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7.1.3 Conclusions on Post-Processing Estimates of Inde-

pendent Component Analysis

It has been shown that post-processing the results from ICA provides good

estimates of the locally distorted component inside the data in both simulated and

real data. It was also shown how the grouping mechanism built into the method

was able to eliminate the need for the user to inspect the irrelevant components

retrieved by ICA.

However, it is important to note that this method is only able to cope with

spectra that have suffered solely from Local Shift. If any other distortion is to

be addressed, the method would need to be reconsidered. A better solution to

this problem would be able to cater for any type of local distortion. To do this, a

new component extraction algorithm was developed, and this is described in the

following section.

7.2 Blind Source Separation by Sample Sub-

traction

In this section, a BSS algorithm is proposed that aims to extract the underlying

components in a spectral data set by subtracting scaled versions of a sample

out of the rest of the set such that the samples are left with only one unique

component. Two versions of this algorithm are described in the following sections.

The first assumes perfect alignment of the underlying components and shows

improvements in speed and performance over other BSS algorithms. The second

makes the fundamental assumption that the data is distorted and accounts for it

when subtracting samples from each other.

7.2.1 BSS by Subtraction of Non-distorted Data

The objective of the first version of the algorithm is to remove a component

out of all the samples in a data set, with the exception of one sample. If the

number of the samples being processed is equal to the number of components to

be retrieved, then the result of the algorithm would be that the features appearing

in one sample would be those of only one component. Therefore, the number of
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required samples is equal to the number of components being retrieved2. Given

the additive nature of the components inside the spectra, which is assumed by all

component extraction algorithms discussed in this thesis, the process of removing

one component is based on the subtraction of a sample from one another.

To further illustrate the subtraction process an example is given. Two simple

components, shown in Figure 7.15, were used to create the two simulated sampled

spectra shown in Figure 7.16.
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Fig. 7.15: Reference spectra used in example.
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Fig. 7.16: Two simulated spectral samples created using reference from Figure
7.15.

Sample 1, shown in the upper graph of Figure 7.16, is scaled such that its

maximum value is equal to the value of that location in Sample 2. In the upper

2Methods to work around the issue of estimating the number of components in distorted
data with the proposed algorithm are discussed later.
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graph of Figure 7.17, the green line is the scaled version of Sample 1 plotted over

Sample 2. Subtracting the scaled Sample 1 from Sample 2 results in the spectrum

shown in the lower graph of Figure 7.17, and, because the samples do not suffer

from any distortion, the second peak has been eliminated from Sample 2, whilst

the remaining features remained of the spectra are left intact.
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Fig. 7.17: Result of subtracting scaled Sample 1 from Sample 2 without shift.

If this process is then carried out in reverse, scaling Sample 2 with Sample

1 and subtracting, both samples will result in bearing the features of only one

component, as shown in Figure 7.18.
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Fig. 7.18: Samples after subtracting scaled Sample 2 from Sample 1 without shift.

Comparison of the shapes of the resulting subtracted components to the

reference spectra in Figure 7.15 suggests that they are very similar to the sources.

It is necessary to maintain the size of the components during the iterations, but

it is relatively easy to do so, as the original spectral magnitudes can be carried
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forward. Algorithm 1 summarises the method when no distortion is present in

the spectra.

Algorithm 1 Simple Blind Source Separation Algorithm.

repeat
for all Ŝ ⇒ Ŝa do
Ŝam = max(Ŝa, return index )
for all Ŝ 6= Ŝa ⇒ Ŝb do
Ŝb ← Ŝb − Ŝa(Ŝb[Ŝam ]/Ŝa[Ŝam ])

end for
end for

until convergence

where Ŝ is a subgroup of the data set S which has k samples, equal to the

amount of components to be retrieved. Convergence is reached when the Mean

Square Error is below a pre-specified tolerance, which should be specified to avoid

overshooting. For a set of four spectra, each of length 1500 points, a tolerance of

0.001 gave the best results in this study.

7.2.1.1 Comparison with ALS and ICA & Discussion

An un-shifted data set of 100 samples was created using the spectra shown

in Figure 4.3 with concentrations ranging from 0.2 to 1.8. The Simple BSS

method, as well Independent Component Analysis and Alternating Least Squares,

were applied and the time taken for the algorithms to converge was recorded.

The performance measure described in Section 4.3.2 was used as the basis for

comparison. The results are shown Table 7.3.

Algorithm Time (sec.) Performance

Simple BSS 0.0577 1.0000

ICA 0.2239 0.9975

ALS 35.5488 0.9827

Table 7.3: Performance and time comparison between algorithms.

No spectral distortion and no noise was applied to the data set, so a 100%

performance rate was achievable. Because Simple BSS also works as a de-

correlation algorithm, if the components have no correlation then identification

of perfect components is possible. Table 7.3 indicates that all three algorithms
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were able to extract good estimates of the sources. However, the Simple BSS

algorithm did so in a shorter period of time.

The initial aim was not to create a new BSS algorithm, although a variation of

this algorithm that is robust against spectral distortion is introduced in Section

7.2.2. This algorithm was first employed in the Final De-Correlation phase of the

algorithm proposed in Section 7.1.1. However, the results in Table 7.3 show that

other algorithms, such as ICA, may not be utilising all the information they can

use from the assumptions made. Thus, such algorithms may be approaching the

task in ways that are unnecessarily convoluted, considering that approaches as

simple as the one proposed obtained better results in a shorter amount of time.

7.2.2 BSS by Subtraction of Distorted Data

Applying distorted data to the algorithm described in Section 7.2.1 will break the

assumption it relies on to remove one component from one sample by subtracting

the scaled version of another. However, a variation of this algorithm has been

developed that is robust against spectral distortions such as Local Shift.

When a Local Shift is introduced to the example data in Section 7.2.1, two

issues arise. First, the peak in which the maximum value of Sample 1 lies needs

to be re-scaled and aligned to the one in Sample 2 such that it is completely

eliminated from Sample 2, as shown in Figure 7.19. The lower graph shows the

result of appropriately aligning and scaling Sample 1 such that the second peak

in Sample 2 is eliminated.
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Fig. 7.19: Result of subtracting scaled Sample 1 from Sample 2 with shift.

The second issue can be observed in the lower graph of Figure 7.19, where the
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shape of the remaining peak is considerably distorted. This can be overcome by

adding back to Sample 2 only ‘certain parts’ of the re-scaled, aligned Sample 1.

In the lower graph of Figure 7.20, the remaining peak in Sample 2 is restored by

adding back the line in red shown in the upper graph, which is an appropriately

chosen section from Sample 1.
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Fig. 7.20: Restoring remaining features of Sample 2 by partially adding back
Sample 1.

The alignment phase and the restoring phase were incorporated into the

definition of the original algorithm. The pseudo-code given in Algorithm 2

provides a generalised definition of the developed algorithm, in which it is assumed

that a subset of randomly chosen samples Ŝ has been defined.

Algorithm 2 BSS by Substraction.

repeat
for all Ŝ ⇒ Ŝa do

for all Ŝ 6= Ŝa ⇒ Ŝb do
Ŝadistorted

= find best alignment(Ŝa, Ŝb)

sam = max(Ŝadistorted
, return index )

N = Ŝb[sam ]/Ŝadistorted
[sam ]

Ŝb ← Ŝb − (Ŝadistorted
N)

I = find indexes to repair(Ŝb)
Ŝb[I]← Ŝb[I] + (Ŝadistorted

[I]N)
end for

end for
until convergence

The find best alignment function finds the best way to temporarily distort

Ŝa such that its maximum value best aligns with the features that are near it
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in Ŝb. N is the value which normalises the distorted Ŝa such that its maximum

value is equal to the corresponding location in Ŝb. The find indexes to repair

function locates the indexes I of Ŝb that need repairing, and, hence, defines the

sections of Ŝadistorted
that need to be added back to Ŝb. An explanation of both of

these functions, as well as several observations made from the implementation,

are now discussed.

Finding Best Alignment. The process of finding the best distorted alignment

involves estimating the amount of global distortion needed to be artificially

applied to Ŝa such that the area near its maximum value when being subtracted

from Ŝb is close to zero. Meaning that Ŝa is artificially globally distorted and

subtracted from Ŝb to create a temporary spectrum D, from which the values

near the maximum value of Ŝa are gathered. This is summarised in (7.7).

D = Ŝb − distort signal(Ŝa, distort measures) (7.7)

An optimisation algorithm, as well as a brute-force approach, can be applied

to find the optimal set of distort measures . However, it was found that when

dealing with two or more spectral distortions at the same time, a brute-force

approach was too time consuming. The use of an optimisation algorithm, such

as Particle Swarm Optimisation, provided faster results.

Depending on the type of distortions, the objective function used by the

optimisation algorithms may differ. For example, when observing local shifts,

the objective function in (7.8) sufficed.

M = −abs(D[sam ]) (7.8)

where

sam = max(Ŝashifted
, return index ) (7.9)

and

Ŝashifted
= distort signal(Ŝa, shift). (7.10)

The max function, with the return index flag, returns the index of the

maximum value of a spectrum, and M is the measure of optimality.
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When dealing with a local shift coupled with a global warp, the objective

function in (7.11) provided good results.

M = −
sam+range∑

i=sam−range

iD[i]2 (7.11)

where range is a pre-defined number of points to the left and right of sam , the

location of the maximum value of Ŝashifted and warped
defined by (7.12).

Ŝashifted and warped
= distort signal(Ŝa, shift ,warp) (7.12)

Each value in D is weighted such that the values in the right side of sam are

given more weight. The reason for this is that, because of the nature of the warp

distortion, the differences between the features are more predominant and more

easily identifiable to the right side of the maximum value.

It is important to note that the objective function needs to be defined by

using appropriate knowledge of the distortion taking place. However, being able

to consider several distortions at the same time is an important quality of the

proposed algorithm, as knowledge from a plant expert can be incorporated in a

relatively easy manner.

Finding Locations to Repair. The process of finding which frequency

locations require modification after the subtraction has taken place is relatively

simple. It was found that if the value of a frequency location is outside a pre-

defined range, then it is necessary for it to be repaired. This range does need

to be tuned for the specific spectral signals being used, but a value of 1% of

the full frequency spread was found to be suitable for both limits (one negative

and the other positive). If the peaks have sharp edges, having a negative limit

close to zero and increasing the positive limit were found to smoothen the peaks.

However, overshooting may result in slow convergence as well as thin features

being created.

Post-Filtering. If there is a small amount of overlap or noise in the spectra,

all the locations to be repaired may be difficult to identify. Therefore, the

samples will have an increasing amount of small features, as more locations are

not identified. However, because of the small nature of these features, they can

be filtered out relatively easy. A moving average window filter with a window of
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length of 1% of the range of the spectrum was used in this work to remove the

small features. This filter was found to remove a large quantity of these features,

without significantly affecting the structure of the identified component features.

Number of Samples to Use. The number of samples in the subset Ŝ must be

the same as the number of components to be extracted, k. As in any other Curve

Resolution Method, k can be estimated using several techniques. However, these

techniques have already been shown to be fragile to spectral distortion. If using

locally shifted data, however, the methodology applied in the Post-Processing

technique described in the Section 7.1.1 can provide a good estimate of the

number of components in the data. It has also been observed that the number of

components can be estimated if the BSS by Subtraction algorithm described here

is applied repeatedly, with an increasing amount of samples every time, until the

extracted components begin repeating themselves.

7.2.2.1 Experiments & Results

Two data sets of 100 samples each were created using the methods described in

Section 4.2. One data set suffered from local shift with a range of ±20 fg (±2

Hz), and the other suffered from both the same local shift distortion as well as

a global warp that ranged between 95% to 1.05%. The concentrations of the

components ranged from 0.5 to 1.5 in both data sets.

Alternating Least Squares and the proposed technique, BSS by Subtraction

(SubBSS), were applied to both data sets, both assuming that the correct numbers

of components was known a-priori. Four randomly chosen samples were used by

BSS by Subtraction, whilst the whole data set was used for ALS. The results for

the first data set are shown in Figure 7.21 and for the second data set in Figure

7.22.
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Fig. 7.21: Components extracted from data set suffering from local shift.
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Fig. 7.22: Components extracted from data set suffering from local shift and
global warp.

Figures 7.21 and 7.22 show that Alternating Least Squares was not able

to extract the correct components. In fact, in both cases, ALS reached 2000

iterations without convergence. Both Figures show that the BSS by Subtraction

technique was able to estimate four components similar to the benchmark. As

can be observed, when two distortions occur at the same time, the accuracy of

the technique is reduced. However, the extracted components are still similar to

the actual source components and significantly better than those extracted by

ALS.

7.2.2.2 Case Study: Ice Analogs

The spectral data used in the case study described in Section 7.1.2.3 was used

with the developed method of BSS by Substraction. Using rank analysis, such
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as Singular Value Decomposition, to estimate the number of components was

not possible, as the data suffers from severe shift. To work around this, the

method was applied repeatedly, using an increasing number of samples, until the

extracted components began repeating themselves. Using this methodology, it

was concluded that there were two components in the spectra, which are shown

in Figure 7.23a. For comparison, the two predominant EICs extracted using the

PSO-Based Post-Processing technique described earlier are show in Figure 7.23b.
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Fig. 7.23: Extracted components from ice data, described in Section 7.1.2.3.

As can be seen from Figure 7.23, the first component is similar when using

both methods. The second component is also similar when using both methods;

the major differences are the negative peak near 2100 cm−1 and a number of

small features between 3000 and 3700 cm−1. Hence, both methods provide similar

results with this data set. However, only Local Shift was present; if the data set

would have presented other types of distortions, the PSO-Based Technique would

not be able to extract the components.

7.2.3 Conclusions on Blind Source Separation by Subtrac-

tion

The new method described here has great potential for resolving the problem of

component extraction from locally distorted spectra. It was shown that it was

able to cope with two different types of distortions taking place at the same time,
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and the fact that more distortions can be considered bodes well for its generalised

application.

However, it is important to note that this method is a variation of the de-

correlation process of the post-processing method described in Section 7.1.1.

Hence, the components to be extracted are assumed to be non-correlated. If there

is correlation, then shared features will appear in only one of the components.

7.3 Review of Usage of Developed Algorithms

A brief review of the limitations of the methods is provided here.

The post-processing technique relies on the results of Independent Component

Analysis, specifically the FastICA implementation, to recover the components. It

was developed this way because of the observed behaviour of ICA when locally

shifted data is used. If another type of distortion is taking place in the data, such

as warp, the effects it has on ICA will need to be explored and, if the results are

found to be repairable, the post-processing technique would need to be modified

accordingly. Furthermore, for every type of distortion possible, ICA would need

to be explored and corrected accordingly, resulting in a high investment of time.

The second method was implemented to avoid this problem. The BSS by

Subtraction technique can be modified in a relatively simple manner to include

different types of distortion if need be, as there is no other algorithm that it

relies on. It is realistic to assume that the more types of distortions the data

suffers from, the more difficult it would be for the algorithm to estimate an

appropriate set of components. In addition, an important aspect of the post-

processing technique that the second method does not share is that the number

of components to be extracted is assumed to be known a-priori. Techniques

that can be used to work around this issue have been discussed, but the task of

estimating the number of components inside distorted spectral data remains an

open problem.
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Conclusions

Spectral data can be used to extract important information from an inspected

material or product, and is relevant in many academic areas as well as Industry.

For example, medical spectral signals can be used to find the presence of disease in

a patient, the composition of Pharmaceutical tablets from spectral measurements

can be analysed to estimate component concentrations and temperature, and

speech and face recognition can be enhanced with the use of spectral information

obtained from audio and video.

This thesis has highlighted that sampled spectral data can be very sensitive

towards changes in the environment. Temperature deviations, the presence of

foreign materials, light emanations, etc. have been shown to distort spectral

data, which degrades the ability of spectral analysis tools to extract meaningful

information from the data.

In this thesis, a Spectral Analysis Framework was proposed which was able

to extract information from spectral data suffering from a pre-defined set of

distortions. If a set of reference spectra is available, the framework simulates the

effect of these distortions in the reference data set, such that their combination

best fits an analysed spectral sample. A Black-Box optimisation approach was

adopted, with which the framework was able to consider any combination of

distortions occurring simultaneously. As a result, the effects of each distortion

can be estimated by looking at spectral data alone, as well as provide the user

with the desired information (such as component concentrations estimates). This

is important to a plant monitor, as the information the framework provides can

be used to identify if it is necessary to calibrate the spectral sensor.

The proposed framework was tested in a simulated mixing plant whose

122
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spectral sensors were sampling shifted data. The plant initially used Classical

Least Squares Regression (CLSR) to estimate the material concentrations of a

product from spectral data, and a simple controller was able to provide a good

system response. However, when the spectral data suffered from shift, CLSR did

not provide good estimates, and the system response degraded considerably. The

Spectral Analysis Framework proposed in this thesis was used to replace CLSR

for estimating concentrations. By simulating a Shift distortion, the framework

provided good estimates of both the component concentrations and the shift

suffered. As a result, the system response was improved and was very close to

the response when no shift was present. Furthermore, the amount of shift suffered

by every sample was provided by the framework throughout the experiment, thus,

the plant monitor could use this information to calibrate the spectral sensor in

an upcoming scheduled plant maintenance. In the mean time, the framework

could continue its work without requiring to stop the plant, minimising the plant

downtime.

The proposed framework is able to estimate the concentrations of underlying

components in a composite spectrum, given a set of reference spectra of the

components, which meets the first objective of this research project. However, a

set of reference spectra may not always be available. To circumvent this issue,

a set of algorithms were developed to extract the underlying components out

of a distorted spectral data set, following the same optimisation approach of

the framework. It was found that component extraction methods are affected

differently depending of the type of spectral distortion encountered. In this

regard, two groups of types of distortion were defined. One group, referred to as

Global Distortions, were categorised as those that modify the spectrum uniformly.

The other group, the Local Distortions, are those that affect each component by

a different amount.

For data that suffered from a Global type of distortion, a method was

developed that aimed to auto-align a spectral data set given a set of pre-defined

Global distortions. This alignment method was shown to considerably improve

the performance of Alternating Least Squares with simulated data that suffered

simultaneously from Global Shift and Global Warp. Given the nature of the

distortions assumed to be taking place, other component extraction methods will

benefit from this method.

For Local types of distortion, two methods were developed. The first was able
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to correct the results provided by Independent Component Analysis when the

data set suffered from Local Shift. This method was tested using simulated data

sets that suffered from shift with good results. It was tested with two laboratory

data sets as well. The first was a public data set sampled from pharmaceutical

tablets in which one component suffered from severe shift and noise. ICA was

able to identify one component (which was the one not suffering from any shift),

the rest of the identified components suffered heavily from component division.

The developed method was able to correctly group the ‘partial components’

provided by ICA and combined them into a comprehensive spectral component

data set that was congruent with the information available concerning the rest

of the underlying components. The second was a public data set sampled from

carbonised ice analogs at different temperatures, that suffered from Local Shift.

This method was able to extract the underlying components that corresponded

to the expected spectral signatures.

The first of the Local Distortion methods only considered the Local Shift

distortion. A second, more flexible algorithm was developed that could consider

more types of Local Distortions. A set of pre-defined Local Distortions are

required, as well as knowing a-priori the number of underlying components to

extract. It was tested with simulated data suffering from simultaneous Local Shift

and Local Warp, and outperformed Alternating Least Squares. In addition, it

was successful in extracting the same components from the carbonised ice analogs

data set as the first method.

These three methods, in conjunction, are able to extract the underlying

components out of spectral data set suffering from any type of distortion. The

extracted components were shown as being able to be used as a reference spectral

data set in the Spectral Analysis Framework, meeting the second and final

objective of this research project.

8.1 Future Work

Two areas in which the developed algorithms could be improved were encountered

during this work. In the following sections, the issues of computation time

reduction and spectral distortion identification are discussed.
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8.1.1 Computation Time Reduction

It has been shown that analysing distorted spectral data can be carried out as an

optimisation problem. This approach introduces great flexibility in the variety

of spectral shapes and types of distortions that can be considered. However,

approaching it as an optimisation task comes with an important trade-off, which

is a long computation time. Depending on the size of the spectra being analysed,

the number of components to extract, and the number and types of distortions

to consider, the proposed algorithm can take up to several minutes to complete.

This reduces significantly the types of processes in which the framework could be

used as a real-time monitoring tool.

One approach to reduce computation time is to use a faster computer to carry

out the optimisation task. The algorithms, with the same data set, were deployed

in two different machines: first, in a machine with a 1.7 GHz processor, and then

in another with a 2.5 GHz processor. The decrease in computation time was

expected to be near the ratio of the speeds of both machines, however, it was

much higher. Hence, the main improvements to the speed of the optimisation

process will be carried out by making the optimisation algorithm more efficient,

rather than by upgrading hardware. Although, the latter is always welcome.

An important reason for the long computation time is the nature of the defined

problem, where it is assumed that no information is known about it, i.e. it is a

Black-Box problem. This means that the algorithm has to ‘discover’ the shape of

the solution space for every analysed sample. However, speed improvements have

been made by considering information specific to the process. In the simulated

mixing plant described in Chapter 5, it was observed that an important amount

of time was invested in the exploratory phase of the optimisation. It has been

noted that Spectral Shift is usually the result of changes to ambient factors, such

as temperature, pressure, and humidity, which are slow-varying. Hence, it can be

assumed that the amount of distortion occurring in sample k is similar to that

occurring in sample k + 1. Given this heuristic, the optimisation search can be

initialised to start near the values found in the previous sample, and to therefore

jump directly to the exploitation phase of the search. Speed improvements were

shown, although not to the point of being applicable in plants with sampling

times of a few seconds. However, this improvement does show potential, thus, it

is of interest to further investigate the inclusion of process heuristics to enhance

the optimisation task.
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8.1.2 Spectral Distortion Identification

An important aspect of analysing distorted data is defining the possible distor-

tions occurring in the data. Before being able to artificially distort a spectrum to

best fit another, the manners in which to modify the spectrum are required to be

defined by an expert of the field. To this effect, any artificial modification carried

out in a spectrum should have a physical meaning relevant to the process.

Initially, it would be of interest to create an extensive database of known

distortions, given a specific spectral sensor, material, and external factors.

However, it is reasonable to consider the possibility of a plant supervisor not

being able to preemptively detect any spectral distortion taking place. Such

circumstances will benefit from a tool that would be able to discover what type of

distortions are occurring in a spectral data set, relying on a pre-defined database

of possible distortions. The creation of such a database would be a difficult

challenge, but, if met, would greatly benefit this project, as well as the fields that

are involved in the analysis of spectral data.
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Appendix A

Music Analysis

Musical Information Retrieval (MIR) has attracted significant attention in the

scientific community. Many of the identified research areas in this field are very

challenging, such as the automatic identification of specific songs and content.

These problems are generic across science disciplines and successful solutions will

benefit many other applications.

In this chapter, a brief literature review will be given about the use of

musical spectra for Musical Analysis, followed by the application of the framework

proposed in this thesis for note identification. Then, the description will be

provided of a specialised algorithm developed to analyse musical spectra after

having used the framework to confirm the type of distortion taking place.

A.1 Background on Musical Information Re-

trieval

Many areas of this field are being tackled [27], but only two of them are of interest

to this project. The first is Bibliographical [27], where information such as the

name of the artist, name of the song, and year of creation are retrieved from

the song. The field of Song Watermarking could potentially meet this task. It

is currently being used for digitally signing a piece of music to enforce copyright

law [73, 113]. The digital signature is encoded inside the recording as a low

energy frequency component, such as white noise, which is retrieved by the use

of Independent Component Analysis. The approach could be generalised to code

the name of the artist and song. The digital signature needs to be hidden in

139
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specific points in the recording, as not to be easily extracted out of the recording

illegally. Although it has been noted that this procedure is robust against time

and frequency scaling, the authors themselves have admitted that the tests were

carried out with shift rates below 10%, whilst higher rates are definitely possible.

The second is Harmonic [27], where the specific notes being played at any point

in the recording are retrieved. Identifying a specific note and its time location

is crucial for any algorithm involving harmony identification, key detection,

automatic music transcription, song structure identification, etc. [71].

One approach to note identification is to assume a perfectly-tuned instrument,

as with the Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients method [72] or when applying

music-oriented filter banks, such as the Constant-Q Trasnform [8]. The main

frequency in which the recorded instrument is tuned can be assumed to be

known a priori, as with the Pitch Class Profiles developed by Dr. Fujishima

[33]. However, if the tuning of the instrument deviates by amounts as small as

1%, these approaches begin to fail [8]. It has been stated that it is important to

check the tuning of the system as “frequency shifts can occur during the process

of sampling” [8].

Another approach, shown in [87, 64], is to train using every type of chord

variation1, instead of relying on note identification. However, the tuning issue is

still relevant, unless the training includes all of the possible chords with all of the

possible combinations of de-tuned notes. In fact, in [64], the errors obtained were

blamed on the need for more types of chord implementations during the training

stage. Despite this, the authors did not propose an estimation of the size of the

training data set sufficient for an error-free estimation, which obviously would be

of impractical dimensions.

The main reason for the ‘perfectly-tuned instrument’ assumption of the

described algorithms is the very nature of their approach: the frequency location

of the notes are pre-defined. However, the musician may not be aware of how

far from exact tuning the instrument is at any time, or even if the instrument

is de-tuned at all. In addition, many instruments are made of wood or metal

alloys, which are flexible materials whose shape can change depending on the

room temperature or humidity. As a result, the tuning of the instrument is not

constant throughout a live performance.

Methods to address the deviation from precise tuning have been proposed by

1A chord is a group of notes played at the same time.
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automatically detecting the tuning or key of the instrument [65, 72]. However, a

string instrument, such as a guitar, has several strings that may each have been

tuned to a different base-frequency, because of human error or outside influences.

This means that even if an accurate tuning-base-frequency or key detection

algorithm was developed, it would be an ‘average’ tuning-base-frequency or key

of all the strings which may cause detection problems in the future.

It is necessary, then, to identify each note as an individual component in the

recording, a process known as Polyphonic Music Retrieval [61, 25]. Unfortunately,

this technique uses methods that rely on the specific nature of the note spectral

signature, making them non-generalisable. Non-Negative Matrix Factorisation

has also been tried [97], but it bases itself upon detecting ‘unique events’, not

spectral components. This means that if two notes are always played together in

the recording, those two notes will be considered the same ‘event’. In the same

way, a de-tuned version of a note would be considered another ‘unique event’.

Still, it is important to mention that, of all the algorithms described, this has

been the closest one to achieve the goal of Polyphony.

It is essential to note that component extraction is of little relevance in the

Music arena. This statement may seem dubious, as there is a great amount

of information that can be retrieved from the spectrum of a note, such as its

base-frequency and overtone magnitudes. However, the spectral signature of all

possible notes are identical warped versions of each other. As will be seen later

in this work, this fact provides a clear heuristic with which the aforementioned

information can be extracted without the need to extract the spectral signatures

of the notes. This means that the information extraction algorithms used in the

Music field are simpler and faster than the ones used in other fields, solely because

the spectral signatures of all possible musical components are already known.

Nonetheless, the Music field does not have the definitive answer to the problem

in question. The methods used in this field are too specific and non-generalisable.

Even so, because musical data is relatively easy to obtain2, the Music field will

be seen in this work as a testbed for algorithms, rather than an area of interest

for application.

2The author of this work is a music hobbyist, as is his supervisor.
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A.2 Using the Framework for Note Identifica-

tion

As described in the last section, there is little interest in spectral signature

extraction and identification in the field of Musical Note Identification. The

spectral signature of a musical note is a good identifier, but, as will be discussed

further in this section, there are other features that are simpler and more

powerful to identifiers of a note. However, it is important to note that the

approach proposed in this thesis, which can be of great relevance in the fields

of Pharmaceutical Industry and Biomedicine, was founded and developed using

musical data, because such data is prevalent and frequently contains spectral

distortions. Although not studied here in great detail, there is the possibility of

using the described approach for Polyphonic Music Retrieval [61, 25].

A.2.1 Introduction

Identifying the musical notes played during a musical recording is an important

aspect of Music Information Retrieval. A musical note can be identified in several

ways, one of which is its frequency spectrum, an example of which is shown in

the upper graph in Figure A.1. The first, left-most peak is located at the base-

frequency of the note, the essential identifier of a musical note used to derive the

location of every other peak in the spectrum, which are known as overtones. The

frequency at which the second harmonic is located is double the base-frequency,

triple in the third, and so forth.
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Fig. A.1: Example of spectrum stretch/shrink in de-tuned musical note.

An important problem faced during the identification procedures is the

sensitivity of the instruments to variations in the tuning during the recording.

Such inconsistencies can be caused by a change in temperature near the

instrument being recorded, or by human error when tuning. The distortion that

takes place in the spectrum when de-tuning occurs is essentially a Local Warp.

In the middle and lower graph in Figure A.1, the spectra of two notes de-tuned

by varying amounts are shown. It can be seen how the base-frequency varied

by a small amount, but the later peaks are shifted by an exponentially growing

amount.

The Spectral Analysis Framework proposed in this thesis can be used to

identify the notes played in a recording of a de-tuned instrument by simulating

the Local Warp distortion as described in Appendix C. As for the reference

spectral data set, because of the simple nature of a musical spectrum, it can be

manufactured by applying (A.1).

Bn(w, f,H, a) =

{
1;w = hf, h = 1, . . . , H

0;w 6= hf
(A.1)

Bn is a simulated spectrum of a component n that is part of a benchmark B;

H is the number of harmonics in the benchmark spectrum (which includes the

one in its base-frequency). An example of the reference spectrum created for the
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E2 note, with five harmonics, is shown in Figure A.2.
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Fig. A.2: Reference spectrum of an E2 Note located at 82.407 Hz.

A set of reference musical spectra can be created using the documented base-

frequencies for each musical note, a brief list of which can be found in Appendix

B. Such a set will be used as a database from which the optimisation algorithm

can obtain an optimal subset of notes that best resembles the recorded spectrum,

as well as the values of warp and contribution for each.

There are many notes that a musical spectrum may have, but, if only one

person is playing the instrument, the number of notes that can be played at a

specific time is reduced. A flute can only produce one note at a time, six with

a guitar, and up to ten with a piano. Meaning that it is not necessary to look

for all possible musical notes at each given time in the recording. A preliminary

exploration of which notes are ‘possibly’ being played is conducted to simplify

the solution space, carried out by either PSO or a brute force methodology. A

minimum and maximum value for a warp distortion are defined (0.98 and 1.02

achieved the best in these experiments), and a warp value was found where the

Pearson correlation coefficient of the note against the recorded spectrum was the

highest. If a value of 0 was found to be the highest, then this note was filtered

out from the main search process.

The main PSO search is then carried out by looking for an optimal

combination of contribution and warp values for the musical notes in the resulting

subset. The warp and contribution values that were found in the preliminary stage

are used as starting points in the main search, to reduce the number of search

iterations. The values were modified stochastically by a small factor between 0.99

and 1.01, to avoid the particles starting in the same point.
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To test the approach, three chords played by a clean electric guitar were

recorded and their frequency spectrum was obtained. Each chord consisted of two

notes: E2 and D3; G2 and B2; E2 and C3. A preliminary search was conducted

and the relevant notes for each recording were identified. A PSO search was then

conducted to find which of the relevant notes were present in the recording. The

relevant notes that were found and their contribution values are shown in Table

A.1.

Recording 1

Relevant notes E2 G2 A2 B2 D3

Contribution 0.4 0 0 0 0.1

Recording 2

Relevant notes E2 F#2 G2 B2 D3

Contribution 0 0 0.4 0.2 0

Recording 3

Relevant notes E2 F2 G2 A2 B2 C3

Contribution 0.4 0 0 0 0 0.11

Table A.1: Contribution values of the relevant notes of each recording.

The notes in bold are the only ones that were found in the main PSO search

to have important contribution in the recorded musical spectra, and are the notes

that were expected to be identified for each recording.

It could be argued that the subset of notes found in the preliminary search are

the notes present in the musical spectra and that the main search is unnecessary.

However, because of the nature of the musical spectrum, which comprises peaks

at frequency locations of constant ratios, such features are also contained in the

spectra of other notes, commonly called harmonic notes. This means that the

contribution of one note results in a partial contribution of its harmonic notes,

and only by searching for the presence of both the original and the probably

non-present harmonic notes that a proper identification can be carried out.

The base-frequencies of harmonic notes are located at specific ratios of the

base-frequency of the original note. A note located at 4
3

of a note base-frequency

is called a perfect fourth, and at 3
2

results in a perfect fifth. Ratios calculated by

2n, where n is any integer other than 0, result in the same note but in a different

octave. For instance, the G3 note is located at 196 Hz; it is the G note located
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in the third octave3. G2 is located at half the G3 base-frequency (2−1 ∗ 196 = 98

Hz), G4 at double (21 ∗ 196 = 392 Hz), and G5 at quadruple (22 ∗ 196 = 784 Hz).

A.2.2 Limitations of the Proposed Framework in Music

Applications

The Framework proposed in this thesis has an important set of limitations in the

Musical arena. The main objective of Polyphonic Music Retrieval is to identify

the presence of a note in a recording. However, using the frequency spectrum for

such a task is unnecessarily complex. The musical spectra of two different notes

are similar between each other; in fact, it can be shown that the frequency spectra

of two different notes are warped versions of each other. In addition, notes are

identified by relying on the information located in thin peaks of the spectrum, a

text-book definition of a sparse representation, which, when processed, results in

unnecessary time handling non-relevant information.

Furthermore, the partial overlapping of harmonic notes is an issue dealt with

to a limited extent. Components in the Musical arena are expected to have

important overlapping features, which can be resolved by applying the approach

twice, the first acting as a filter for the second.

It is important to note that the objective of the proposed Framework is to

provide a generic solution to spectral analysis problems, although it may not

be the most efficient one. However, the proposed Framework confirmed the

assumptions of the spectral distortions and how they affected the measured

spectra. With this knowledge, other techniques can be implemented that are

specific to the problem, and be much more efficient. In the following section,

a detailed description of a technique that fulfilled the objectives of Polyphonic

Music Retrieval is given, that was created with the knowledge confirmed by the

proposed Framework.

A.2.3 Conclusions

To test the feasibility of the proposed framework in other areas that apply

spectral analysis, it was used to identify the notes being played in de-tuned

musical recordings. How well a musical instrument is tuned can be influenced

3The numbering of octaves are calculated by the piano keyboard, which starts at A0 and
ends on C8.
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by changes in the environment or human error. When a note is out of tune, its

spectral signature suffers from Warp and many current methods in Polyphonic

Music Retrieval require to consider it. The framework was able to identify the

notes being played in a recording of de-tuned electric guitar, by considering a

database of known musical spectral signatures as its reference spectral data set,

and the simulation of a Warp distortion. Although the framework should not be

considered as an efficient method for Polyphonic Music Retrieval, the fact that it

was able to achieve its goal is a testament of its versatility.

A.3 Polyphonic Music Retrieval by Peak-Finding

The spectrum of a note can be represented by the locations and heights of its

peaks, known as overtones. For example, an E2 note, with its base-frequency at

82.407 Hz, can be simply identified by the values presented in Table A.2, which

is much simpler than considering the full spectrum displayed in Figure A.2.

Base-

Frequency

First Over-

tone

Second

Overtone

Third

Overtone

...

Location 82.407 Hz 164.814 Hz 247.221 Hz 329.628 Hz ...

Magnitude 1 1 1 1 ...

Table A.2: Contribution values of the relevant notes of each recording.

A composite musical spectra can be represented in a similar way, by finding

the locations of the base-frequencies of the notes present in the recording. To do

this, first, all the peaks in the spectrum need to localised, which can be achieved

by the peak-finding algorithm implemented by Tom O’Haver in 1995 (and revised

in 1996) [81]. It locates the peaks in a spectrum by searching for zero-crossings

in a smoothened, derived version of the measured spectra. A musical spectrum

comprised of notes E2, A2, and D3, such as the one shown in Figure A.3, can be

represented by the values in Table A.3.
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Fig. A.3: Composite spectrum of musical recording of notes E2, A2 and D3.

Peak # Location (Hz) Magnitude

1 82.2215 0.5561

2 109.9792 0.4185

3 146.8211 0.3058

4 164.5271 0.3735

5 220.3789 0.5350

6 246.9589 0.5551

7 294.3993 0.1722

8 330.3160 1.0000

9 441.0522 0.2893

10 551.4519 0.0137

11 588.7144 0.0836

Table A.3: Peak representation of spectrum shown in Figure A.3.

The objective of the proposed Peak-Finding-Based Note Identification algo-

rithm can be achieved by calculating a matrix that explains which peaks belong

to the same note. From this matrix, the number of notes being played in the

recording can be calculated, as well as the base-frequency of each, retrieved by

the frequency location of the leftmost peak of each identified note. Each note can
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then be identified by the closest reference base-frequency found in Appendix B.

From the peak locations presented in Table A.3, it is possible to deduce which

peaks belong to the same note by observing which are close to being an integer

number of times apart from each other. A matrix can be formed such that each

row contains the locations of the peaks divided by the location value of one peak.

The relation of one peak to another can be judged by how close the result of the

division is to an integer. The implementation is summarised in (A.2).

M = 1−
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(A.2)

where pi is the frequency location of the ith peak; the rd function is a rounding

function; the | · | operator represents the absolute value of the operation; and M

is a matrix that holds the information of which peak belongs to the same note as

another. The row number represents one peak, and the column number represents

another; it has been found that if the cell that represents both peaks has a value

higher than 0.97, then both peaks belong to the same note. The values in M can

then be converted to either 1, if the original value was higher than 0.97, or to 0,

otherwise.

The rows that have only one cell with a value of 1 are then deleted from M , to

filter out outlying peaks. Rows that have all of their values present in another are

also removed, as they are redundant. The resulting matrix has the same amount

of rows as notes in the frequency spectrum.

The resulting matrix calculated with the data from Table A.3 is given in Table

A.4.
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Peak # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Base-

Freq.

(Hz)

Closest

Ref.

Note 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 82.2215 E2

Note 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 109.9792 A2

Note 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 146.8211 D3

Table A.4: Peaks belonging to the same note in spectrum shown in Figure A.3.

Table A.3 indicates that Note #1 has its base-frequency in the location of

Peak #1 (82.2215 Hz), and the closest reference to this is E2 (82.41 Hz) . The

base-frequency of Note #2 is at Peak #2 (109.9792 Hz), with A2 being the closest

(110 Hz). And Peak #3 represents the base-frequency (146.8211 Hz) of Note #3,

having D3 as its closest reference (146.83 Hz).

The algorithm described here was tested against 45 different guitar recordings,

ranging from 1 to 4 notes being played at the same time, with different stroking

and different hand positions. Table A.5 shows the result from these tests.
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# Notes

Expected

Notes

Identified

# Notes

Expected

Notes

Identified

# Notes

Expected

Notes

Identified

1 E2 E2 16 E2 E2 31 E2 E2

2 A2 A2 17 A2 A2 32 A2 A2

3 E2,A2 E2,A2 18 D3 D3 33 D3 D3

4 D3 D3 19 E2,A2,D3 E2,A2,D3 34 F#3 F#3

5 E2,D3 E2,D3 20 G2 G2 35 G3 G3

6 A2 A2 21 D3 D3 36 E2,A2,

D3,G3

E2,A2,

D3,G3

7 E3 E3 22 G3 G3 37 B2 B2

8 A2,E3 A2,E3 23 G2,D3,G3 G2,D3 38 G#3 G#3

9 G2 G2 24 A2 A2 39 E2,B2,

E3,G#3

E2,B2,

G#3

10 B2 B2 25 E3 E3 40 B3 B3

11 G2,B2 G2,B2 26 A2,E3,G3 A2,E3,G3 41 B2,E3,

G#3,B3

B2,E3,

G#3

12 C3 C3 27 A3 A3 42 E4 E4

13 E2,C3 E2,C3 28 E4 E4 43 E3 E3

14 C#3 C#3 29 G4 G4 44 D3,G3,

B3,E4

D3,G3,

B3,E4

15 E2,C#3 E2,C#3 30 D3,A3,E4,

G4

D3,A3,E4,

G4

45 E2,B2,

F#3,G#3

E2,B2,

F#3,G#3

Table A.5: Notes identified by algorithm. Bold numbers represent mis-identified
notes.

From Table A.5, it can be seen that the algorithm was able to identify

correctly nearly all the notes in the 45 recordings, except in three cases. All

three incorrectly identified examples involved the same note being played but at

different octaves at the same time. Because of the way that the reference spectra

is built and the nature of the linear model that is assumed, a note that is played

in two or more octaves at the same time (such as E2 and E3) will be identified as

only one note. Solving this particular problem remains open in the field of Music

Information Retrieval. It has been addressed by using a high resolution frequency

spectrum and assuming that the peaks of the notes in different octaves do not

overlap [71], but the performance of this approach was still not acceptable.
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It is important to note that the mean time in which the note identification

process took place was 68.8 ms per recording, which, compared favourable to

the mean time of ∼ 6 minutes for the optimisation approach. This represents a

significant improvement.



Appendix B

Musical Note Frequencies

In Table B.1 the standard base-frequencies (in Hz) for notes ranging from A0 to

C8 are shown. These values were obtained from [2], and correspond for the notes

in the tempered scale, which is very popular in both professional and amateur

settings. There are other types of scales, which differ in the ratios between the

harmonics, but it was decided to use this scale for its popularity and the fact that

the base-frequency deviations from one scale to another deviate by a relatively

small amount.

All the notes that can be played in a piano are shown. As a frame of reference

for guitarists, the E2 note is the lowest note of a guitar in standard tuning, and

E5 is the note in the 12th fret of the highest string.

It is important to note the relationships between harmonics. A4 is double the

frequency of A3, which is exactly one octave below it. It has 2/3 the frequency

of E5, its perfect fifth, and it 3/4 the frequency of D5, its perfect fourth.
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Note Base-

frequency

Note Base-

frequency

Note Base-

frequency

A0 27.5 D#3/Eb3 155.56 A5 880

A#0/Bb0 29.14 E3 164.81 A#5/Bb5 932.33

B0 30.87 F3 174.61 B5 987.77

C1 32.7 F#3/Gb3 185 C6 1046.5

C#1/Db1 34.65 G3 196 C#6/Db6 1108.73

D1 36.71 G#3/Ab3 207.65 D6 1174.66

D#1/Eb1 38.89 A3 220 D#6/Eb6 1244.51

E1 41.2 A#3/Bb3 233.08 E6 1318.51

F1 43.65 B3 246.94 F6 1396.91

F#1/Gb1 46.25 C4 261.63 F#6/Gb6 1479.98

G1 49 C#4/Db4 277.18 G6 1567.98

G#1/Ab1 51.91 D4 293.67 G#6/Ab6 1661.22

A1 55 D#4/Eb4 311.13 A6 1760

A#1/Bb1 58.27 E4 329.63 A#6/Bb6 1864.66

B1 61.74 F4 349.23 B6 1975.53

C2 65.41 F#4/Gb4 369.99 C7 2093

C#2/Db2 69.3 G4 392 C#7/Db7 2217.46

D2 73.42 G#4/Ab4 415.31 D7 2349.32

D#2/Eb2 77.78 A4 440 D#7/Eb7 2489.02

E2 82.41 A#4/Bb4 466.16 E7 2637.02

F2 87.31 B4 493.88 F7 2793.83

F#2/Gb2 92.5 C5 523.25 F#7/Gb7 2959.96

G2 98 C#5/Db5 554.37 G7 3135.96

G#2/Ab2 103.83 D5 587.33 G#7/Ab7 3322.44

A2 110 D#5/Eb5 622.25 A7 3520

A#2/Bb2 116.54 E5 659.26 A#7/Bb7 3729.31

B2 123.47 F5 698.46 B7 3951.07

C3 130.81 F#5/Gb5 739.99 C8 4186.01

C#3/Db3 138.59 G5 783.99

D3 146.83 G#5/Ab5 830.61

Table B.1: Notes in tempered scale with corresponding base-frequencies in Hz.



Appendix C

Algorithm to Artificially Distort

a Signal

Artificial warping and shifting was a frequent task during the development of

this project. An algorithm to artificially distort a given signal was therefore

implemented and, although its original use was intended towards frequency

spectra, it can be used with any signal, even if it is not continuous. Its objective

is to modify a signal in a way that its overall shape is maintained, but with severe

local distortions. A secondary objective is to generalize the ways that a signal

can be distorted. When a sensor is not calibrated, the sampled signal may be a

distorted version of the expected one by more ways than just a linear shift.

The types of distortions implemented here are the ones described in the rest

of the work, and were chosen because they are the ones that have been found the

most prevalent in the reviewed literature as well as being observed in experiments.

However, because of the way that the algorithm is programmed, any other type

of modification could be added on if necessary.

• Shift. A linear displacement of the signal towards the left or right of the

horizontal axis.

• Warp. A non-linear shift that stretches or shrinks the signal horizontally.

The following sections will describe the way that these distortions were

developed, in a conceptual manner. These implementations are at the heart of

many of the developed algorithms, so it is important for them to be simple and

efficient to avoid bottle necks in the overall code. To this effect, the distortions
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are implemented in a very small amount of lines using structures already built

into MatLab. However, only explaining how this algorithm was developed in

MatLab may lead to it being unavailable in other platforms, such is the reason

of describing the algorithm only abstractly in the following sections and leaving

specific-language-efficiency concerns up to the programmer.

C.1 Shift

Shift, as described before, is a linear displacement towards the left of right in

the horizontal axis. To implement a shifted signal, the problem is divided in

two. If the shift is towards the left, the algorithm cuts a ‘chunk’ off at the start

of the signal of a size of the wanted shift. If the shift is towards the right, the

algorithm creates an all-zero signal which is the size of the wanted shift, and then

concatenates it with the original signal.

Algorithm 3 Pseudo-code for the shift distortion.

S ← signal to be shifted

Ŝ ← resulting signal

if shift > 0 then

Ŝ = concatenate(arrayofzeros(shift), S)

else

Ŝ = S[shift : end]

end if

It is to be noted that this distortion will produce a signal of different length

than the original, however in Section C.3 it is discussed how this issue is dealt

with, as the warp distortion (described in C.2) also produces this.

C.2 Warp

Warping involves uncommon array handling and the procedures for shrinking

and for stretching differ. However, it resulted to be a very simplified version of

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), but done in reverse. DTW gives a measure of

similarity between two signals, given that one is a warped version of the other

[66]. DTW basically puts the two signals in two different axis and tries to find
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the best path to map the points between the signals; the length of this path is

the measure of similarity.

This modification does what can be called as an Inverse DTW (IDTW): its

objective is to find the warped version of one signal given a proportion of its

length. It does this by obtaining from that proportion the length of the warped

version of the signal, and then obtaining the best path between the two signals,

which is based on the difference of lengths between the original signal and its

warped version.

For example, a known original signal (signal A) has a length of 100 sampled

points and the user wants a stretched version of it with a proportion of 1.01 of

its length. The unknown warped signal (signal B) is going to have a length of

100 ∗ 1.01 = 101 points; a difference of 1 point. To create B, it will be necessary

to divide A into 2 chunks of equal length and add that point between them. The

value that this new point will have is obtained by averaging the values of the

points beside it1 (the end point of chunk 1 and the start point of chunk 2). If the

proportion would have been 1.1, B would have had a length of 100 ∗ 1.1 = 110

points; a difference of 10 points. To create B in this case, it is necessary to divide

A in 11 chunks of equal length and add 1 point between the chunks.

In the case of shrinking signal A, the user now wants signal B to have a

proportion of 0.99 of the length of A. B is now going to have a length of 100∗0.99 =

99 points; a difference of -1 point. To create B, it will be necessary to divide A

into two chunks and remove the point that is at the end of the first chunk. If

the proportion would have been 0.9, B would have had a length of 100 ∗ 0.9 = 90

points; a difference of -10 points. To create B in this case, it will be necessary to

divide A in 11 chunks and remove the point at the end of each chunk, except the

last one.

It is important to note that the warp proportion, for this algorithm, can only

go from 0.5 to 2; this means that the smallest warped version of a signal that

this algorithm can calculate is going to be half the length of the original, and

the largest is going to be double. The reason why it can only go down to 0.5 is

that the minimum length of a chunk is of 2 points when shrinking; this is because

every chunk (except the last one) will have its end point removed and, if a chunk

is permitted to have a length of only 1 point, its resulting length after warping

will be of zero. The same conundrum applies to the opposite, when stretching,

1This is to ‘smooth out’ the newly added areas.
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as every chunk has the minimum size of 1 point, the maximum amount of chunks

that can be produced is equal to the length of the signal.

The pseudo-code for this distortion is given in Algorithm 4. However, it is

very inefficient in its use of for loops, which are very CPU-intensive. If using

MatLab, this can be overcome by taking advantage of its efficient array handling.

Every chunk is identified by an index, calculated the same way as for the chunks.

If the signal is being shrinked, it is only necessary to remove the points at the

indexes. If it is being stretched, an array of means between the chunks is created,

and, with clever indexing, both the original and the new arrays are fitted onto

another array. Refer to the MatLab source code presented in Table C.1, where it

is shown how this was implemented.

Algorithm 4 Pseudo-code for the warp modification, in a conceptual manner.

S ← signal to be warped

Ŝ ← resulting signal

N = |round(length(S) ∗ warp− length(S))|+ 1

G = split(S,N)

if warp > 1 then

for i = 1 : (N − 1) do

Ŝ.push(G[i])

Ŝ.push(mean(G[i][end], G[i+ 1][start]))

end for

else if warp < 1 then

for i = 1 : (N − 1) do

Ŝ.push(G[i][start : end− 1])

end for

end if

Ŝ.push(G[N ])

C.3 Enforcing the Original Length

The shift and warp distortions change the length of the signal, so it is necessary to

restore the length of the original signal after the fact. To do this, a comparison

between the two signals is made. If the distorted version is bigger than the

original, the extra points are removed; if it is smaller, it is zero-padded. The
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pseudo-code for this enforcement is given in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 Pseudo-code for enforcing the original length.

S ← original signal

Ŝ ← signal to be corrected
ˆ̂
S ← resulting signal

if length(S) > length(Ŝ) then

Ŝ.push(arrayofzeros(length(S)− length(Ŝ)))
ˆ̂
S = Ŝ

else
ˆ̂
S = Ŝ[start : (end− (length(Ŝ)− length(S)))]

end if
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C.4 MatLab Implementation

function y = distort signal(x, shift, warp, base, mult)

[mx nx] = size(x);

%warp section

if warp > 1 %stretching

add points = round(nx*warp − nx); %# of added points

ny = nx+add points; %length of warped input

in betw = nx/(add points+1); %# of points btw the added ones

y = zeros(1,ny);

seq to dir = 1:ny;

seq to takeout = round(in betw+1:in betw+1:ny);

seq to dir(seq to takeout) = [];

y(seq to dir) = x;

y(seq to takeout) = mean([y(seq to takeout−1);y(seq to takeout+1)]);

elseif warp < 1 %shrinking

rem points = round(nx − nx*warp); %# of removed points

ny = nx−rem points; %length of warped input

in betw = ny/(rem points+1); %# of points btw the removed ones

seq to dir = 1:nx;

seq to takeout = round(in betw+1:in betw+1:nx);

seq to dir(seq to takeout) = [];

y = x(seq to dir);

else

y = x;

end

%shift section

if shift > 0

y = [zeros(1,round(shift)) y];

elseif shift < 0

y = y(round(shift):end);

end

%forcing the same length as the original one

[my ny] = size(y);

if ny > nx

y = y(1:nx);

elseif ny < nx;

y = [y zeros(1,nx−ny)];
end

Table C.1: Source code of distort algorithm in MatLab.


